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BIOLOGIC. fv10VIES BY MAIL. GLASS ART

Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

Thursday
December 8, 1988

Is Portland's shipSec£9.ming in?
,

MASSACHUSETTS FISHERMEN CAUSE INTERNATIONAL INCIDENT

U.S. prosecutes U.S. poachers
Liberty
sues Oxford

THREAD AND TEARS

AIDS Day

Michael Liberty has filed suit
in U.s. District Court and in
Oxford County Court against
the town of Oxford, which
limited the number of people
he can invite to his Oxford
Plains Speedway. Although he
agrees a limit is necessary, he is
claiming the town's mass-gathering ordinance is unconstitutional.
In response to a July gathering of 80,000 Grateful Deadheads, the town of Oxford
passed a law that caps Speedway crowds at 25,000 heads,
dead or alive. That was fine by
Liberty.
But Liberty said the Oxford
ordinance committee, with
whom he worked in good faith,
changed the rules behind his
back. Liberty had agreed to get
a permit from the town when
he wanted to gather more than
20,000 people. Without telling
him, the committ-ee chopped
that number down to 5,000.
He's irritated about that, and
also that as a taxpayer he wasn't
notified of the special town
meeting when the town
adopted the mass-gathering
ordmance. And he's irritated
that when his lawyer showed
up at the meeting anyway, he
was not permitted to speak.
"Is this a case of a big developer suing a little town?" liberty asks. "I felt it was the only
way I will be treated fairly. I
don't need this. I get enough
crap from stuff down on the
waterfront."

On Thursday, Dec. I, Portlanders and the AIDS Project
joined in a day that overflowed
with melancholy and memory
and celebration and sadness. It
was the first-ever World AIDS
Day.
At the Chestnut Street
Church hung panels from the
Names Project Quilt, crafted by
parents, Siblings, and friends
in
• • • of people who have died of
AIDS. A teddy bear named
MAINE BERRIES
THE MAINE HOSTESS
Three 8 oz. jars of Strawberry,
June lupine bloom on 2S
Freckles
was sewn on one
Rasberry arid Blueberry jam
cocktail napkins. July
arB packed wilh perl8CI~
blueberries adom the hand
panel;
others
read "Christoripened fruit and are brought
stenciled 100% cotton dish
to your table In a charrringty
pher,"
"Bob,"
"Chris,"
"Jason,"
towel.
a
.25
oz.
packet
01
lIseful wicker basket.
Ram Island Farm Tarragon
OUI dip mix corrpletes tflis
and one stated simply,
perlect hostess enserrble.
$14.95 $17.95 Shipped
"Daddy."
-Hannah Holmes
$8.95 $10.95 Shipped
TASTES OF MAINE
In front of the quilted panels
Our wooden lobster trap
with attached colorful
people read continuously the
BLUEBERRY BREAKFAST
buoy Is fiHad 'NIh Miane's
Memories of warm summer
best products: e oz. Sugar
namesofpeoplewhohavedied
days anna with this Maine
Tree FarmArroer Maple
blueberry collection : 24 oz.
Syrup, 2 112 oz. each
from AIDS. In another room
Morgan MINs' Wi ld Blueberry
Muftin
Mix, 8 oz. Wild elueberry
Mot~Sr!,~~~Zr1Ri~~
Mainers sewed their own panHoney and 8.oz. Blueberry Jam
Mustard. 8 oz. Gary Gauvin's
gathered In a hand stBod led
els to add to the national quilt.
B~Jamtoppod
Blueberry dlsMea Iowel and
wit h a Haven's Candy
pte5BOled rn a 9" woven rn..rffln
Wim Bartells says that the
Kitchen Chocolale lobstOf.
Although many people were
basket.
Cold
War is over, that it is
in
tears,
a
cheerful
spirit
pre$22.95 $25.95 Shipped
$16.95
$19.95 Shipped
"obsolete." That's the best news
vailed.
TO ORDER BY PHONE: Call us at 774-4020 and ask for the Gilt Basket Departmentwtth your credtt card number handy. We ship via UPS.
Ed Wimert, event organizer we've heard all week.
Bartells, who heads the Inand a person living with AIDS,
was especially pleased to see terchurch Peace Council in the
busloads of children getting a Netherlands, was here in Port161 Commercial Street
198
Maine
Mall
Road
first-hand
education from the land Tuesday, Dec. 6, to tell
Portland 04101
South Portland 04106
students of foreign policy at
display.
774-4020
774-7191
"The quilt will give the mes- USM the same thing.
"The attitudes of European
sage that it is not just numleaders are linked too much
bers," he said.
By noon City Hall was sur- with the past," says Bartell. 'lt
SOON
rounded by people honOring is our duty tQ.look to the future
OPENING MID· DECEMBER
AIDS victims. Speakers, Port- if they cannot in order to secure
land MayorCheryl Leeman and global peace."
FEATURING
Bartells wanted to speak in
Maine Human Services ComCONTEMPORARY
missioner Rollin Ives, stressed Maine because sea-launched
the need to reduce prejudice missiles are to be tested over
FURNITURE
Rangeley. He is as opposed to
and
increase education.
LIGHTING
To date, 89 people in Maine these tests, he says, as he is to
HOUSEWARES
have been diagnosed with similar tests off Europe's
WATCHES
AIDS. Of them, 43 have died. shores.
"The testing of sea-launched
There are 330 Maine people
PHONES
cruise missiles could underwho
are
confirmed
carriers
of
JEWELRY
the HIV virus that causes AIDS. mine our progress with the INF
Ives has speculated that 10 treaty," he says.
Bartells warns that the retimes that number are undiagduction of land-based missiles
nosed .
-Bonnie Moore in Europe has been offset by
the production of sea-Iaunch:ed
cruise missiles.
Bartells' visit here was orchestrated
by the Maine Freeze
26 EXCHANGE STREET
207.775 .7049
Campaign, a statewide peace
PORTLAND. MA INE 04 101
organization.

This Year Give Gifts Made Right Here

Maine

Peace man
in Portland

·Thomas A. Verde

The lack offish offtheGeorges
Bank has finally turned belly
up in a United States courtroom.
At Canada's request, the U.S.
is prosecuting a fisherman and
a boat owner for poaching.
Canada charges that the Massachusetts boat Donna Lynn
was caught red-handed fishing
in Canada's share of the

Georges Bank in early October.
The Donna Lynn was chased
by a Canadian patrol boat for
for six hours, but was never
caught.
The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration is
charging boat owner Richard
Flood, of MattapOisett, Mass.,
and boat captain Douglas

Makie of Fairhaven, Mass., with
fishing in Canadian waters
without a permit. Canada has
provided NOAA with evidence
- videotape and radio recordings- to prove the Donna Lynn
really was there.
Here in the U.S., Makie and
Flood can pay an $8,500 fine, or
go to court. If they were ar-

rested and convicted in Canada, they could pay $1.25 million and go to jail for two year.
In 1984 the World Court gave
the Northeast Peak of Georges
Bank to Canada. The U.S.'s .
portion is now very low on fish,
and U.S. fishermen have been
illegally venturing into Canadian territory to fill
their HOlmes
holds.
-Hannah
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WCSH

strikes IF ad

CAN'T BURN IT, CAN·' T BURY IT

WCSH-TV in Portland refused to run an International
Paper Co. ad on the grounds
that the ad opened wounds that ':'jiOiii;;;iU
should be healing.
Casco Bay Weekly
Although other area stations
Thursday
are running the commercial,
December 8, 1988
The Maine Broadcasting SysVolume One, Number 28
tem, which owns WCSH-TV
32 pages
"
Channel 6 in Portland, and
WLBZ-TV Channel 2 in Bangor, has refused it.
.:.:.:.:-:".r.::
The ad raised the issue of
{.;.;.
....-~:~:~::~~:::...
replacement workers' rights at
VIEWS )f
rl~ in Jay. Union paperworkers
struck IP 16 months ago, and
/" TALK
the strike was never settled. IP
Steve Crane at the Civic CElnter
hired replacement workers.
._:.N.
~f::::.... }
"When you say let bygones
ECO ,:?~::\
be bygones, it's very difficult
Biologic'+.......j'
for a family that has been out of
work for a year, at Christmastime. We had empathy for the
workers," said the chief executive officer at MBS, Bruce
Trash you can't toss
McGorril!. "To come along at
after Dec. 29:
this particular time of the year
•
•
• All hazardous waste as de- with this (ad) is frankly unctufined by state and federal law. ous./I
• Hospital waste - "red bag"
"That's their opinion," said
material
Richard White, a spokesperson
• Infectious waste - syringes, at JP. He said IP made the ad
dialysis bags, etc.
after a survey that told them
• Bio-hazard materials
Mainers were pondering the
·Laboratory chemicals
status of strikers and replace~.:.:
..(.:l~d
..\:::: .:~::~
.Flammable liquids
ment workers at the paper mill.
• Paint waste and pigments
McGorrill said he doubts
• Pesticides, herbicides, and those issues were on the top of
A celebration of human rights
fungicides
people's minds, and that the ad
and other fun diversions
·Construction debris
"made things worse, not bet-Demolition debris
• Electrical transformers or ter." He wouldn't say how
parts, or capacitors, which may much money the ad would
contain
polychlorinated have brought in.
/.'.'\",
"It does represent dollars,"
biphenyls
he said. "But that's not the is• Plated metal parts
STAGE .,&;~;
sue
here."
"The Hostage"
• Human and animal feces
-Hannah Holmes
("Dump the stuff off in the toilet," advises the city's lawyer,
ii&SEEN
David Lourie. "And put the
"",. . Ar' Glass
Pamper in the trash.")

Portland's
ship is
conungtn.

Piling Up Portland's hazardous waste
More goodies will soon be
added to the stack of "white
goods" waiting at H amlin pit
for a permanent resting place.
Regional Waste Systems' Portland incinerator can't burn
things like plated metals and
electrical equipment, and Portland can't bury them.
So, starting the first of the
year, you can't throw them
away. It will be against the law
to leave household hazardous
waste with the rest of your trash
for curbside collection. City
Hall types don't know just yet
what you should do with flamma ble liquids, pesticides, herbicides, dirty kitty litter or diapers. They have decided that as
of Dec. 9, there will be a $50 to
$500 fine for putting it out with
your newspapers and onion
skins.
Some of this waste can be
stored at Hamlin pit, the city's

landfill on Riverside. All of it
will eventually have to be sent
toa hazardous waste site where
it can be stored forever. Only
demolition junk - wood, bricks,
trees, sheetrock - can be left
forever at Hamlin pit.
Portland's household hazardous waste has been going to
the incinerator. The City, as a
member of RWS, was obligated
to pass the order, which takes
effect Dec. 29.
"My fear is that people are
going to throw it in the woods,
or hide it in the middle of a
garbage bag," said Bruce Bell,
superintendent of streets aI,ld
sanitation. He speculated that
a regular drop-off will be arranged for household hazardous waste. He and others in the
city's trash department will be
hammering out a plan this
week.
-Hannah Holmes

,:.

CJ'EN!~'}

News of
the
weird
--A man convicted of mur-

LOOKING FOR A REALLY EASY JOB?

Deeds dude drops in for his dough
After a six week absence,
Cumberland County register of
deeds James J. Walsh showed
up at work last Monday, Dec.
5, to collect the six $373 paychecks that had accumulated
while he was away.
(Walsh's paychecks would
be $20 larger, but the Portland
Small Claims Court has had
them garnished to pay an old
rent bill.)
"It's a nice day today," said
Walsh, a small man with graying hair and sagging eyes. He
swiveled in his chair to look
out the window, " ... for a Monday."
"!tallstarted with a bad chest

cold," he explained. "It lasted
four weeks. Then I had some
personal business." He didn' t
answer any other questions.
Walsh, a Democrat, was
elected to his second, four-year
term in 1986. Impeachment is
the only way to fire him.
Three legislators tried to
remove Walsh last year for
dereliction of duty; the democratic party stood behind him,
says Mary Clark Webster, RCape Elizabeth.
"He was doing the same
thing then," she said. "He was
not showing up for work. He
was taking a salary without
being in the office for three

months."
Rep. Judy Foss, R-Yarmouth,
said she'll try again to impeach
Walsh after the 114th legislature is sworn in this week.
"One doesn't tell one's employer that one is incapacitated?" asked Foss. "I fully intend to continue my efforts to
have him removed from office."
And that's not the end of
Walsh's problems.
The county democratic committee has asked the Attorney
General to find out what happened to $500 Walsh collected
at a fund raiser last year. The
democratic party never got it.
-Hannah Holmes

dering his 20-year-old daughter asked for a transfer to the
state prison because there was
no television in the Pittsburgh
city jail. The judge denied Gary
Starr's petition, noting that he
believed the reason Starr had
often complained about his
court-appointed lawyer's deliberateness during the trial
was because the trial interfered
with Starr's television-watching.
--When a defendant began
to implicate Larry Hagman,
Victoria Principal, and
Sylvester Stallone in his plan to
kidnap a 7-year-old girl, a
Tampa judge halted his courtroom confession. The man was
plea bargaining to kidnapping
and sexual battery charges.
--While hunting in West Virginia, a man shot and killed a
14-year-old girl when he mistook her for a groundhog.
- Chuck Shepherd/AlterNet
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Malforder Videos

Casco Bay Weekly is a pap er
for peop le living in or conc erned
about th e cities an d towns of the
Portland area. II is published by
Mo gu l Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street, Portland.
Maine 04 102
Send us your event listings.
your angry letlers an d espeCially
your advert isements I We need
to re ceive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thu rsday pnor to
the issue in which you want It
to ap pear.

775·6601

4
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aize BABY BASKET

Season's Rea in s.

The Perfect Carrier For Your Special Bun~e

For all your holiday shopping,
visit Harbour Books at
Lower Falls Landing today!

.

No matter who you're buying for this holiday season,
they'll love a book from Harbour Books.
We have a full selection of books, from the latest releases
and best sellers to an outstanding collection of children's
books . Mysteries, science fiction, travel books,
nautical books, just about any kind of book you can imagine.
Even books on tape for a relaxing change'in the car or at home .

.·=00

that economic growth would not
.
'ly ....
'-prove the community.
necessar1
They demanded that traditional waterfront economies be given priority.
But fish are scarce along the
Georges Bank these days, and shipping
is not the colorful industry it used
to be. So the popular vision of a
working waterfront is being rearranged

,. The

Plan to visit Harbour Books today - right next to the new
Cannery Restaurant at Lower Falls Landing in Yarmouth.
We'll help make your list a lot shorter.

o

Walker Bag
Also available ... Portfolios
and Zoom Tubes
for those
very graphic
people
in your life.

" 001<5

to include cement siloS.
After all, shipping neither litters

$38
~

WHATZARTCRITICISM

L -______________________________________•

~

Lower Falls Landing, Route 88, Yarmouth 846-6306
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., & Sat. 9 - 6; Thurs. & Fri. 9 - 8; Sun. 12 - 5

k..

HUGS & HEALING
$1.00 OFF ANY ITEM WITH OUR AD. EXPIRES 12-31-88

,S UNDAYBRU
A. OUR MENU CHANGES

D~~~

[;0 Eggs prepared

mefries and butter;;* b?s~u~~h. Served with three pep er
Scrambled E s .
p
homefries an~gutt:~i1~~~l/io~s. Served with th
ISCUlts.
ree pepper
Gulf Shrimp Ha h
4.95
hollandaise.
s served with Poached
eggs and orange
French Toast served .
brandy and maple syruWlth sauteed fresh fruit' .
p sauce
In a
Huevos Rancheros
.
6.75
~erved on a c .
- two eggs pre a
Jack cheese, s~~~ corn tortilla Witt r~~'~ you wish and
, SOUr cream and scal/' I beans,
Pear and Goat Ch
Ions.
5.50
eese Omelet serv
.
Biscuits and Saus
ed With biSCUits.
5.75
age Gravy served with
Potato Pancak
Poached eggs
5.50
es served with SOur crea
.
Smoked Chicken
m and applesauce
6.25
prOSCiutto and a to~sed with sun-dried
.
french bread with ~agSII parmesan dressingtomsatoes, gruyere
reen salad.
. erved on
'

~~~~:~:~~es!~~ed ~;~ ~~~~~s~sb~~~~;~s:tto

Roasted Eggplant Sou
' ney and cream
Three Pepper Ho
p.
Breakfast Sausag;:e Fnes served with SOur cream

SUNDAY BRUNCH SERVED 9'30

.... RESERVATIONS ·2.4 DINNER SERVED 5-10
. 47 MIDDLE 81: • PORTLA ACCEPTED ....
'

.

ND,ME • n4.9399

1.00
1.00
1.50
4.50
4.50
2.75
3.50
2.75
2.75

Please do yourself. and your readership a
favor and replace your current art "critic"
with someone who is capable of writing about
the Portland art scene with some degree of
objectivity while steering clear of the vapid,
circular, and biased muddle that seems to
curse your current reviewer.
Primarily offensive in the "Whatzart" column in the December 1 issue of CBW (her
worst to date) are her references to "The
Blacks," people she observed at a gallery
opening who in their "twenties and thirties,"
are "staggering" in numbers, "not to mention
diseases. "
Also illuminating (but what is it doing in the
column?) is advice from the critic herself to
Jaap Helder: ''} suggested to him that he paint
twenty paintings quickly so that he could just
be working from that high energy place and

he would have plowed through all the process." She's kidding?
As for the remaining spewage that ranges
from overheard conversation at Alberta's
restaurant to Ms. Miller's bizarre crusade to
awaken people "who might remain indifferent to art," it's clear this is a parody of what an
art critic might stoop to by employing outdated aesthetics and pandering to othe[ artist
friends, while making the golden ideal of Art
a personal crusade in the process.
It's a joke, right?
Sincerely,

A. Claffey
Portland

the waterfront with condos nor
depletes natural resources. This new
wisdom ignores the fact that such an
industry assists - and profits from the depletion of resources elsewhere.
(Cement from Africa and taPtoca from
Thailand.) This new vision shifts the
environmental strain to someone else's
backyard, but does not reduce it.
In the three years of protection
remaining under the referendum, we
have the opportunity to do better
than to shift our burden to the third
world. In the spirit of that vote, we
must rearrange not only the means of
our economic survival, but also the
measure of our economic succesS.

'1Jvf~
PINE

10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
207 -772-8949
Mon-Sat. 11:00·5:30

5.25

Banana Bran Muff'
Cranb
Ins
B tt e~ry Walnut Muffins
~ ermllk BiSCUits
~Icotta Tart with sun- .

.

'

334 Forest Ave.,(Exit 68 off Rt. 295)
Portland n3-3356
HOURS: MaN & THURS 10-8;
TUES, WED & FRI10-6;
SAT 9-5; SUN 11-4
Plenty of FREE parking
Sorry no layaways

\

Plus, a beautiful assortment of calendars, Christmas and
greeting cards, gift wrap, and music on CD and cassette.

•

The 1986 "Working Waterfront"
referendum challenged conventional
wisdom - the notion that growth is
the only measure of economic success.
Not surprisingly, that mandate
threw the city planners into a
tailspin. Their decisions had been
based on research which assumed that
the goal was economic expansion.
The people of portland recognized

ATEUER FRAMING
• Antique Me. .

a Prints

TREE STATE?
Gary Santanlallo

I came out of the Fleet Bank 24 hour booth
last evening and looked over the railing, bags
and bags puffed up full and overflowing used
junk food containers out there on the ground
in the comers where the trees and plants were
preparing themselves for winter, grabbed my
attention.
Thinking to myself stepping down those
steps about litter vs. the waste problem and
how human attitudes and habits come into
play, my attention was caught by brown steel
lamp posts poking up from the brickwork and
the fact that they were wrapped in Christmas
pine. Nice, I thought until the sceptic in me
said that pine branches don't grow so long as
they can be wound around the height of a
lamp post. So I approached, disappointment
on the edge of taking over my Christmas spirit
that has arisen and the first touch brought
confirmation that here were synthetic needles,

attached to synthetic branches tied with synthetic fibers to synthetic lights and I knew that
as we sit and scream about the problems of
waste and-pollution, these synthetic needles
that were already falling on the brick, were a
statement to the lack of connection between
our acts and an understanding of their results.
Thankfully, walking on down towards the
water, white pine cuttings hung from posts
graced my eyes and inquisitive teeth and
tongue saying somewhere someone has said
this is a pine tree, we're in the northeast, this is
December, there is a smell we're looking for
and it won't come out of a department store.

'lL,°7
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A
Lace & Decorative
Household Accessories

136 Main Street
Freeport
10 - 9 dally

1

CONVERSATION WITH

Steve Crane

Open 11-5

new hours:

1...

Thurs.-Mon.

Shoulder Bag by Narragansett Leothe",

4 School St., Freeport, ME 04032

TEL: 207-865-6580

WORKS BETTER
THAN MISTLETOE.
; ' ---.

Let US be your Santa's helper.....
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

..

(~. (~)

I~/~~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Folk Dolls
Cat Clocks
Folk Art
Christmas Ornaments
Claire Burke Fragrances
Baskets
Shadow Boxes

Stocking Stuffers...... Gift Certificates

Our original designs in gleaming 14 kt. gold are unique.
But then, so is she.
Each bangle bracelet is hand-forged to create its
special shape. We have them in a variety of styles
and weights, from $295.

Jl WeavefS Jhop\:~)
15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865·3143
Open Daily VISAIMC/AMEX

ATIENTION
SHOPPERS:
BLUE LIGHT
SPECIAL!!

Steve Crane holds court In a quiet Civic Center.

For close to a dozen
years the Cumberland
County Civic Center has
hosted sports specials,
rock concerts, trade
shows, pageants, the
Maine Mariners and other
events. When a patron
steps, or sometimes runs,
through the turnstile everything is in place.
The ushers, security
guards, microphones,
popcorn sellers, and
ticket takers did not get
there by magic, yet some
wizardry is involved.
Months before showtime
Events Director Steve
Crane has booked the
event, scheduled staff,
hired stage hands and
electricians, and satisfied
the demands of divas and
rock stars.

The Elba Calzone: filled with Turkey,
Broccoli, Onions and Boursin Cheese.
For a limited time only $3.75
with this ad (reg. $4.75)
Offer Expires 12/15/88
9 MECHANIC STREET, FREEPORT

across the street and down the hill from 1.1. Bean

BRQWNGoldsmilhs
GEMOLOGISTS. DESIGNERS

Cat's Meow Houses
Beaumont Pottery
Lang Cards & Calendars
Painted Welcome Slates
Placemats & Tablerunners
Tin, Wire, Wood
Rubber Stamps

OPEN DAILY 11-9 • CLOSED TUFSDAYS • 865-9421

?-"

(~~).

~~~ <'
~"" ,!,, -.,,;-.

Holiday Hours: Mon.-Sat., 10-6; Thur. & Fri., 10-8i and Sunday, 11-5.
0.., Ma:hanic Street, jus. off Main Street. downtown Freeport 865-4126

J-(o~aay Snopping
tn :.Freeport?

Stop in for Luncfi, 'Bruncfi or tIJinner.
• • •

(jift Certificates

Custom
jewelry
and repairs

Sebastian

s

Lundi. & 'Dinner !Mon·Sat • Surufay 'l3rundi 11.3

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT!
Give a part of yourself this
Holiday Season with a handcrafted
gift. You have the ideas and we
have the supplies at:

What is a typical event
work-day like?

Casey's Wood Products
15 V2 School Street
Freeport 865-3244
Open 7 Days 9-6

JJ/

..

~

(207) 865-0466
Lower !Main Street, :Freeport, !Maine 04032

Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry
Route 1, Freeport
865-1044

Holiday Hours
Until Christmas
Freeport is open
seven days a week,
365 days a year.

Most Stores
9 - 9 Monday thru Saturday

All Stores
Thursday thru Saturday
Monday thru Wednesday
Sunday

December 22
Stores
Open
for
24 Hours

I arrive early to make sure
that everything comes in a
natural flow, that there are
no major problems. I then
start to get the place ready
- check turnstiles, handle
normal business traffic, lots
of phone calls, find replacements for those who call in
sick or just don't show up.
I handle catering for the
artist if they don't have their
own and I work with concessions department to
count and sell T-shirts. I
am also worldng with the
promoter and assure him
that everything is great,
even if it isn't.

What constitutes not
great?
Poor ticket sales for one.
These shows are booked six
months or more in ad vance
and sometimes, for a variety of reasons, they just
don't sell well. Also if the

weather is bad Iliketoopen
the doors early to avoid
crowd congestion and bottleneck situations at the
gates and if the soundcheck
is still happening the artist
will not allow me to do that.
That has only happened
twice in 10 years.

Do you ever have problems with fans waiting in
line?
I talk to them. I will go
outside, especially for a
rock show, and joke, you
know tell them to stay calm.
It is a crucial moment, just
before the doors open,
people are filled with anxiety about getting a good
seat. It also exhibits leadership to my team.

How many do you have
on your security staff?
I have about 30 all together and ' on rock show
nights we add some Portland Police to that figure.
Some of these people have
other jobs, for some this is
even a third job. They do
this because they want to,
because they love it. It only
pays about $5.00 per hour.

How did you get this job?

itself and you ask yourself
if you don't take this opportunity, the door may
never open again.

Do you ever get to meet
the big stars?
I haven't seen a concert
yet. If I do, I'm not doing
my job. We have to be
working on a different
plane, as if there were no
artist on stage at all. If I'm
down there trying to shake
someone's hand or knock
on their door, that's bush
league.

What is your favorite
event?
One of my favorite shows
is the Shop 'N' Save Food
Show because we do about
30,000 people. Just average,
plain Maine people come
walking through those
doors and that is when this
facility serves a very public
purpose during that event.
Everybody can come.

Some sayyou have a burnout job, what with the
anxiety, breaking up
fights, media critics, etc.
Do you agree?
The first seven years
were intense, all I did was
work. I know it is important to spend time with
friends on the outside, I
need to and I am learning
how. But remember, I do
this because I like it. It's the
most dynamic work anybody could ever want to
have, being in the arena
business. Certainly there is
enough dynamism here to
last most people a lifetime,
you know what I mean?

I had a similar position
and before that I worked
for the Parks and Recreation Department in Bangor,
where I am from. I have a
political science degree
from UMO. Anyway in
Bangor I managed their
small, small, small facility
of 6,800 seats for three
years. This was an opportunity that was presented
to me and I turned it down
a couple of times because it
was an indoor job. At the Bonnie Moore has been to the
Civic Center so many times she
same time I had a moment believes
she should have her
of reconsideration - which name etched on a seat, or at least
everyone has in life - when a pretzel named after her.
an opportunity presents
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. When asked if she understood her husband's
theory of relativity, Einstein's wife is said to
have replied, "No, but I know Albert and I
know he can be trusted."
In the years following WorId War 'II, this
typified Americans' sentiment regarding scientists and technology. There was apparently no
problem for which they couldn't design a solution.
What would Mrs. Einstein say today? So many
of those solutions have brought problems of
their own. How would she respond to the
widespread production of organic chemicals,
used in tum to manufacture plastics, pesticides
and thousands of other products? Would she
feel confident that those products are designed
to fit into the earth's natural systems (one of
which is the human body) rather than being at
odds with those systems? Probably not, if her
views were in line with the beliefs of the U.S.
population. Only 25 percent of those responding to a 1988 Roper poll believed industry would
"assure the safety of its products (and) services" without government regulation.
Until recently, many products and technologies have not been designed with human and
environmental health in mind. The primary
design criteria was "Does it work?" If a chemical compound with impressive characteristics
was synthesized, the first question was "How
can this be used?" not "How will this affect
ecological systems?"
However, in the same period (1945-1985) in
which organic chemical production increased
IS-fold, scientists and managers have gradually become all too aware of the effects some of
their products can have. We now know that
many compounds persist in the environment;
some also persist in the human body or, in the
case of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs},in the earth's
atmosphere.
The same generation that discovered that
prevention is the most effective "cure" for heart
disease and cancer is in the midst of discovering
that prevention is also the best way to reduce
environmental pollution.
In a recent paper titled "The Failure of the
Environmental Effort," scientist Dr. Barry
Commoner assesses the country's progress in
restoring environmental quality since 1970, the
landmark Earth Day year of environmental
awareness. "Apart from a few notable exceptions, environmental quality has improved only
slightly," Commoner observes, "and in some
cases has become worse ... But in a few scattered
instances, pollution levels have been significantly reduced, by 70 percent or more: Lead in
the air, DDT and PCB in wildlife and people;
mercury pollution in the Great Lakes; strontium 90 in the food chain; and in some local
rivers, phosphate pollution."
The key point that Commoner makes concerning these standout success stories is that
each pollutant has been effectively controlled
not by high-tech devices like scrubbers or cata-

lytic converters, but by simply stopping its
production or its use for certain inappropriate
functions.
Commoner concludes, "When a pollutant is
attacked at the pOint of origin, it can be eliminated; once it is produced, it is too late."
The recent international agreement to freeze
and eventually cut production of CFCs to protect the earth's ozone layer is perhaps the most
dramatic recognition to date of the need to
design products with nature in mind - and of
the tremendous societal costs of waiting until a
threatening product becomes commonplace.
Becaust:l of their properties of inertness and
non-toxicity to humans, CFCs found a variety
of applications, from air conditioning coolant,
to refrigerants, to cleaning solvents, to egg carton foam. But their relative indestructibility
became a liability - scientists discovered that
they were drifting up into the earth's stratosphere where each released chlorine atom could
destroy up to 100,000 molecules of ozone. Scientists can really only guess at the results oflosing
the ozone layer's protective buffer against the
sun's harmful rays - as much as 40 million
additional cases of skin cancer in the United
States alone have been predicted.
Better design was called for. DuPont and the
other CFC manufacturers have publicized their
search for CFC substitutes that will break down
before reaching the stratosphere. Other companies need to look for technologies that use fewer
CFCs. For example, the makers of spray aerosol
cans successfully substituted hydrocarbons for
CFCs when the ozone-depletion problem first
surfaced in the 1970s. And last April, the Foodservice Packaging Institute announced that its
members would stop using disposable foam
plastic products (like styrofoam cups, meat tra ys
and egg cartons) blown with certain dangerous
CPCS by the end of 1988.
Another CFC cutback can be achieved by
improving the cooling efficiency of our refrigerators. An added benefit will be reduced electricity use, which in tum helps address the
problem of global warming (refrigerators now
use the electrical equivalent of 25 full-sized
power plants). At the fundamental level in refrigerator design is the fact that the standard
unit has a "fire" (in the form of a motor) burning
underneath. A few highly efficient models place
the motor up top, but stricter efficiency regulations may be necessary before this innovation
becomes widespread, largely because consumers expect their freezer compartments - not
motors - to be head-high.
Technology expert Langdon Winner assesses
the opportunity for product flexibility in his
book "The Whale and the Reactor." He writes:
"By far the greatest latitude of choice exists the
very first time a particular instrument, system
or technique is introduced. Because choices tend
to become strongly fixed in material equipment, economic investment and social habit,
the original flexibility vanishes once the origi-

"When a pollutant is attacked at
the point of origin, it can be eliminated; once it is produced, it is too
late." - Dr. Barry Commoner
Regulations at all levels of government are
nal commitments are made."
There are some hopeful signs of a change in ensuring that industries assume responsibility
the corpora te mindset. Manufacturers are learn- for the social costs and risks of their products.
ing that taking environmental factors into con- With the Resource Conservation and Recovery
sideration doesn't necessarily mean an inferior Act (RCRA), Congress set up a system to conproduct. Removing the phosphates from deter- trol the production and disposal of potentially
gents to reduce algae-caused pollution in lakes, hazardous products and wastes.
Companies have begun to innovate simply to
for example, did not mean that Americans wore
dirty clothes. Battery manufactul'ers have avoid the costs of RCRA as well as other federal
managed to reduce the mercury content in regulations under the Toxic Substances Control
batteries by 71 percent since 1983. And indus- Act (TSCA), the Superfund law and also new
trial designers are now at work on a coding state laws like California's Proposition 65.
The Brulin Company in Indianapolis, for
system for plastic polymers so that plastic packaging can be more easily separated and re- example, has released a new line of non-hazardous, biodegradable industrial cleaners called
cycled.
The changes taking place in corporate think- "Worksafe." These products, based on natuing include the addition of environmental ex- rally occurring citrus oils, contain no chlorinperts to corporate staffs. For example, Henry ated or petroleum-based solvents. According to
Fogle, a toxicologist at Allied-SignaIInc. in North spokesperson Janet Cleery, the incentives used
Carolina, is responsible for assessing the poten- to market the products include disposal costs as
tial impacts of new products from the safety, well as worker safety
"Our customers - mostly industrial - were
health and environmental viewpoints.
"Our research and development division is spending $2-3 dollars a gallon to buy floor
particularly interested in replacement products strippers with compounds like methy lene chlofor PCBs, asbestos and degreasers that contain ride in them, but anywhere from $60-600 a
chlorine and other halogens," Fogle says. "We're gallon to dispose of the hazardous wastes after
also looking at ways to minimize (Allie-Signal's) the stripper's use," Cleery says.
Reducing the volume of hazardous wastes
use of other compounds such as benzene and
generated has saved many companies staggerformaldehyde."
For Fogle, there is an ethical dimension to his ing amounts of money. The 3M Company's
waste-reduction strategies, for example, have
efforts.
"My office is right at the plant where chemi- saved close to $400 million since the company
cals are produced, and when I come to work in initiated a Pollution Prevention Pays program
the morning, the night shift is just getting off. in 1975.
One 3M innovation was introduction of a
Even though these people don't know exactly
what my job involves, I get a good feeling sonic cleaning technique that vibrates residues
knowing that I'm helping make their jobs safer." off mixing vessels, rather than washing them
In some corporations, environmental ethics with large quantities of water that must then be
do seem to be seeping into the boardroom. But treated as hazardous waste. A $36,000 investthe profit motive - the true "engine of industry" ment saved $575,000 in the first year of use,
in America - is still the driving force. A good according to 3M.
The common thread in these innovations is
deal of environmentally oriented change is occurring because environmental factors have "going with the flow" - working with nature
been transformed into economic factors in re- rather than against it. As Edward Abbey phrases
cent years - through stricter environmental it in "One Life At A Time," "We must learn to
regulations, the threat of lawsuits and the cor- think not only logically but biologically."
The cardinal rule in product design should be
porate scramble for insurance coverage.
the
one that CFCs and PCBs violate: A comProducts that are poor risks environmentally
pound
must not interfere with any of the natucan be extremely expensive later on, as the
ral
cycles
in the earth's biosphere. An idea is
primary manufacturers of asbestos or Agent
only
ingenious
if it follows that rule, in addition
Orange can verify. The same consumers who
to
being
a
great
gizmo and potential moneyare wooed by convenience can also bring suit
maker.
against a company whose product is harmful.
Industry, if it is to be successful, must come
Companies that discharge toxic chemicals into
up
with innovations that minimize liabilities,
the air and water around their factories can face
comply
with regulations and appeal to a conlawsuits from plant neighbors whose health or
suming
public
that is now far more aware that
property has been damaged.
Meanwhile, insurance companies are increas- not all inventions are ingenious.
Thankfully, companies are beginning to learn
ingly reflecting environmental risks through
that
if Mother Nature is happy with a certain
skyrocketing rates. David 2011, an attorney with
the Chemical Manufacturers Association re- product, the odds are excellent that regulatory
marks, "The fact is, insurance companies don't agencies and the public will be too.
have to take risks with companies or products
which present potential liabilities. They can ECO is a new feature of Casco Bay Weekly. This look at
"biologic" was written by David Wann and presented through
make their money somewhere else."
the Environmental Action News Service.
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Portland's waterfront has tides of its own.
As industry ebbs, condominiums rise.
Shipping and fishing fluctuate.
People come in waves too, moving here for
different· reasons at different times.
The will of the people and the tides of the
waterfront don't always agree.
But despite the confusion ...

by Hannah Holmes

Photos by ..oe KieviH
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The Merrill Marine Terminal sits on the Fore River at the west end of
Commercial Street. Ships from all over the world dock there and unload
tapioca, fertilizer, road salt and other "dry cargo." This stuff is stored in corrals
and inflatable buildings, then distributed around New England in trucks.
Tapioca from Thailand goes to New England food processors, who use it to
thicken soup and baby food. African fertilizer is spread on gardens all over
New England. Canadian and Italian road
salt goes to New Hampshire.
But in its six years of operation, the number of ships coming through Portland has
not been enough to make the terminal profitable. Of 700 "berthing days" at the terminal
(two berths available 350 days), only 130 to
150 are now being used. Becoming a busy
cargo port does not happen overnight.
"It's a long process, because' there are
millions of dollars involved," says Paul D.
Merrill, president of Merrill Industries. "But
we're re-establishing in the minds of the .
world shipping industry that Portland is
here for shipping. It (shipping traffic) is
growing as a result of our efforts to forward
this."
Because of its locations, Portland will never
be a huge shipping port. Water transport is
cheaper than rail or road, so Portland is not
an economical port to unload in unless the
stuff is staying in New England.
But there are a lot of dry cargos New
England needs, and Merrill is looking to
provide them. Adding cement to the goods
he already handles will fill 80 more berthing
days. His joint venture with Miron, a Canadian cement company, echos of Portland's
past.
Shipping has been at an ebb in recent
decades, but Portland has historically been a
major port for Canada, importing oil and
other goods, and exporting grain for them,
since the 1930s. Ships from Europe would
unload here, and trains would load up. When
Ships
the St. Lawrence seaway was completed 25
While the city is riding it out, ships are
years ago, Portland became obsolete from
For P.D. Merrill, zoning was just tbe beginning.
bringing new work into Portland.
the Canadian point of view. Oil imports fell
While shipping is not as picturesque as
when the Alaskan Pipeline was built, and
fishing, it is on the waterfront, and it is ready to work. Cargo ships are fell further during the oil crisis of the '70s.
chugging into the Merrill Marine Terminal. The International Ferry Terminal
The Merrill Marine Terminal was built in 1979. PD. Merrill's father, Paul E.
is growing, and scouting for cargo ships and more cruise ship business. Five Merrill, built the terminal to handle coal- when oil imports dropped, a lot of
federal ships await repair at Bath Iron Works. A shipper's guide to Portland industries threatened to convert. But it was all a false alarm. Merrill's only
Harbor is being written, and a sleeping Port Authority is being kicked awake. coal-powered customer today is S.D. Warren in Westbrook. To keep ships

Two out of three people said they wanted a working waterfront when
Portland voted on a referendum a year and a hal£ ago. Condominiums
springing up on the wharves raised the issue. Fishing boats being squeezed
out of their berths raised the ire.
1£ the referendum was only about fishing, maybe there's not much left to do
on the waterfront. The Gulf of Maine and the Georges Bank are fished out,
according to every paper from the Commercial Fisheries News to the Maine Sunday
Telegram to the New York Times, which
reported in November that the codfish population on Georges Bank was cut in half between 1977 and 1987. This summer the Telegram reported that cod brought into Portland has dropped to half what it was in 1980.
The Portland Fish Exchange is intimately
hooked to the Gulf and Georges Bank. No
fish outthere means no money in the Fish Exchange. No Exchange means no cornerstone
of a fishing waterfront, says Exchange Manager Leo Hurtubise.
''To make the whole thing work, there
needs to be a resource base," HurtUbise says.
Without actual, floppy fish at the base, the
pyramid of the fishing industry - fish processing, boat maintenance, gasoline sales will tumble. So a little fish is better than no
fish.
The forecasts of doom haven't convinced
Portland's fishermen to let the city abandon
the Fish Exchange. But even their optimistic
view of the fish supply includes a few flat
years before a profitable fishing waterfront
is in place.
Instead of reacting to with the first downswing of the fishing cycle, the city should
keep looking far ahead, says Hurtubise. ''The
fishing industry is in a down-tum. It may be
two years until it comes back. The city is
going to.have to ride it out."

As tbe dust settles from tbe MerrlII cement silo figbt, a working waterfront is appearing.

continued nellt peg.
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twice the size of the Scotia Prince, which is the only customer
docking there now. Not that there are any 700-foot customers
lined up.
If wishes were ships, they'd be ramming each other to bits in
Casco Bay. The PropellorClub is attending to that detail, too. The
Port Authority of Maine dried up about 20 years ago, and has
been lying dormant under the Maine Department of Transportation. The Propellor Club will to try to legislate it back to life next .
year, says Graves, and maybe move its seat to Portland. The
City's Waterfront Task Force, too, is preparing instructions for
operating in the port. Chairperson Pamela Plumb says the Task
Force won't wait for a reborn Port Authority before writing a
"port book" for Portland. (A port book is a shipper's guide to
depths, tides, pilots, tugs, docks, laws and everything else a
stranger in port might need to know.)

comprehenSive plan. As a result, condos popped up on the
wharves. In the 1987 ferendum, the people of Portland threw
out that plan, leaving the Portland waterfront planless again.
"The people sure did respond to it," says Merrill. "The developers with condominiums responded to it, and fishermen responded to it with equal vigor. Mter that experience, the Council
may be a little shell-shocked."
The shell-shocked city does have a general set of guidelines for
waterfront development, called the "24-Point Plan." (See page
14.) Councilor Barb Wood, in her first term in the Council, says
the city may be frustratingly slow, but it is moving. "1 thought
nothing was being done," says Wood. "But all the points are
being worked on."
Councillor/Task Force Chair Plumb says, "If we're going to
have a plan, it's going to take some time. While we go through the
process of finding that plan, we basically are going to react to
people who come to us with suggestions."

Ledges

Richard Spencer: "1 thought it was a place you could raise afamily.·
continued from previous p.ge

coming, Merrill began handling other dry cargo like salt, fertilizer and scrap metal ... and now Canadian cement.
But Merrill is not the only person in Portland intent on updating Portland's image in the shipping world. The Propellor Club,
a shipping and port group, is making some waves of its own.
"We're looking to lure a feeder service to Portland," says Alan
Graves, president of the dub. He's scouring the seas for a
shipping company that will stop at the International Ferry
Terminal on a regular basis. The ship would pick up containers
of fish, paper, fruit, and whatever else Maine and New Hampshire have to offer. The containers would be carried to a bigger
port - New York or Baltimore - and then off around the world.
City Waterfront Director Tom Valleau says he too is working
on finding customers for the ferry terminal. He won't name
names, but he hints at another cruise line, as well as cargo
shipping possibilities.
The city-owned terminal is getting $5 million worth of rebuilding. By next summer, it will be enamed the Portland Marine
Terminal, and will be able to host a ship of 700 feet. That's nearly

One ledge the port book won't warn about is the Western
Prom. Over the last few decades, while fishing was fine and all
was quiet on Commercial Street, a new breed of people moved
into Portland. A lot of them were white-collar, service-industry
types, drawn to the community and the ocean view.
"1 thought it was a place where you could raise a family, and
have interesting work, and be in a community that was small
enough that you felt you were a part of it," says attorney Richard
A. Spencer, who moved to Maine in 1970. He lives in the historic
John Calvin Stevens house in the West End.
Nine years later P.E. Merrill came along, and built the cargo
terminal at the foot of Western Prom. For four years Spencer
wrangled with Merrill over the amount of noise the terminal sent
into his neighborhood. Merrill's handling of scrap metal was
keeping Spencer awake at night. But early this year Spencer
really balked - at Merrill's plan to build cement silos.
Spencer drew together the Fore River Neighborhoods Association, and now leads about 60 West End residents in a campaign against noise, dust, and ugliness. The FRNA itself has been
accused of some ugly things, from being wealthy to invading a
blue-collar city.
"The idea that we've been getting favored treatment in ridiculous. It's a twisted way of looking at it. What we're talking about
is human health issues." Spencer calls the idea of a white-collar
invasion pushing blue-collar employment out of town, "phony

.'P revailing winds
Whether or not Portland adopts and enforces a working
waterfront plan may make little difference compared the forces
that govern international trade, the demand for cement, and the
number of halibut in the ocean.
The Fish Pier is a nagging reminder of the powers beyond
Portland's control.
The $13 million pier was built in 1982 by a forward-looking
city. (The city put up $1.5 million; state and federal funds made
up the balance.) But the Fish Exchange on the end of the pier,
though nationally famous, can't make a profit, and the city can't
unload the seven lots sitting empty beside it. Mter almost three
years of paying the bills, the city is looking for someone who will
take the auction off its hands.
As long as no one will take over the Fish Exchange ("No one in
his right mind would," Hurtubise says), the city is forced to keep
its commitment to the fishing part of a working waterfront.

City Waterfront Director Tom VaUeau: "The city's got toface some rough _~fp,dd,rn{l_

There's no way to guarantee that fishing will keep working for
Portland. There's no way to know if tourists will like coming to
Portland on cruise ships, or that cement will pan out any better
than coal did. These industries are dependent on forces outside
Portland's control. The plan for Portland's waterfront will have
to be flexible enough to let the work on the waterfront adjust to
these tides. The greater the diversity of work that can be done on
Portland's waterfront, the smaller the chance that one bad season, or year, or generation will run Portland's ship aground.
Hannah Holmes plies the treacherous waters of Casco Bay in agreen canoe,
trawling for mackerel and errant councilors.
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THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE
SHAKER SENSmILITY.
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Rave Reviewsl
Authentically detailed. our
puppet theater comes with
all the props kids need to
stage one hit show after
another. Made of sturdy wood
and fiberboard. It comes
complete with a backdrop.
two side curtains and
a ticket office siGn.
241/2" x 16" x 42·H.
Easy to assemble. 3-8 years.
Puppet Theater $44.95
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Maine's Educational Dealer
for Teacher & Parent Supplies
370 Fore Street, Portland, ME
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WHITE OAK $349.
PINE $199.
STORE HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 8:30-5:30
Thursday Evenings 8:00 p.m.
NOW! SUNDAY 12-4 p.m.
207-883-2145
Rte. 1, Dunstan Corner
Scarborough, Maine 04074

There's a roomful of maps
of Portland, Maine, the East
Coast and the World at the
Portland Museum of Art for
the "The Land of Norumbega" exhibit. If you haven't
seen them yet, stop by the
museum (admission is free
after 5 pm) and take a peek.
And if you want to learn
more about cartography and
the early exploration of
Maine, there will be a gallery
talk today at 5:15 pm and
tomorrow at 12:15 pm at the
museum.
The Preble Street Resource
is a non-profit organization
that provides housing location services, social service
referrals and a breakfast
program to greater Portland's
homeless and low-income
population. Tonight there is a
benefit silent auction for the
center at Wood fords Church
in Portland, 6-8:30 pm. Live
entertainment will be provided by the East End Jazz
Quartet, and a light dinner
will be served. Admission is
$10. Items to be auctioned
include holiday gifts donated
by local businesses and
artwork donated by artists.
For more information, call
774-8211.

Blow your own hom. But if
you can't, The USM Jazz
Ensemble led by trombonist
(and USM faculty member)
Scott Reeves will blow their
horns at 8 pm in Corthell
Concert Hall on the USM
Gorham campus. They will
play some old standbys of
Duke Ellington, Charlie
Parker, Gil Evans, Freddie
. Hubbard and new music
composed by Reeves. Tickets
are $3 for the public, $1
students and seniors. For
more information, call 7805555.
If the holiday spirit has
possessed you already, there
are two performances of
Christmas sounds in the area.
What would the season be
without Bing Crosby's "White
Christmas," the Hallelujah
chorus from Handel's "Messiah" and "The Waltz of the
Flowers" from Tchaicovsky's
"Nutcracker Suite"? You'll
hear all these pieces and more
at the Portland Symphony'S

Calendar edited
by Ann Sitomer.

"

"Magic of Christmas" show,
which opens tonight at Portland City Hall Auditorium.
The Boys Choir of Maine,
Broadway singer KK Preece,
the Magic of Christmas
Chorus and the PSO will all
be on stage December 9-11
and 15-18. Performances are
at 8 pm Friday and Saturday,
2:30 and 8 pm on Sunday. For
ticket informatio.n, call the
PSO at 773-8191.
The Choral Arts Society
perform Christmas music by
early 20th century French
composer Francis Poulenc,
Gustav Holst's "Christmas
Day," "Gloria" by Dominick
Argento, Set II of the Alfred
Burt Carols and more portions of Handel's "Messiah"
at the Chocolate Church, The
Center for The Arts in Bath.
Tickets are $10 and $8. For
ticket information, call 4428455.

CHURCH~RY

366 Fore Street· Old Port • 773-BAKE
We open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri. / 8 a.m. Sat

lecture on things Japanese,
"Landscapes of the Orient:
Contrasts & Similarities." The
lecture is being given by Jot
Carpenter of Ohio State University, who has spent time
teaching in the East. The
lecture begins at 6:30 pm in
the Baxter Building, 619 Congress Street. It is free and
open to the public.

And we thought this only
The phrase "cheap detechappened in New York!
tive" brings to mind the
There will be a community
wide sing-a-Iong of Handel's
"Messiah" tonight in the
Chapel of Bowdoin College at
7:30 pm. Warm up with those
arpeggios; that Hallelujah
chorus is waiting just for you.

rough, bourbon-drinking,
chain-smoking private eye.
But when we think of the
woman detectives of mystery
literature, we imagine spinster types like Agatha
Christie's Miss Marple, or if
we have had the pleasure,
perhaps the risque Harriet
Vane of Dorothy Sayers'
mysteries. "Gender and
Genre: The Mystery of It All"
is the topic of tonight's discussion at "The Mystery of
Mysteries" series at Thomas
Memorial Library in Cape
Elizabeth. Charlotte Renner,
visiting professor of English
at USM, will discuss the issue
of gender in detective/mys-

Have you been following
the yellow bricJ<: road alone
for long enough? Leave it to
Dorothy. The Theater
Project's adaptation of "The
Wizard of Oz" is in its final
weekend. Performances are
tonight at 7 pm and tomorrow at 2 The Theater Project,
14 School St. in Brunswick.
Tickets are $5. For reservations, call 729-8584.
..

We'd like to thank
all of 'fOU for your
support and patronage
during this holiday season
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Dance ... Dance ...

8:30
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CITY LIGHTS

I

FRI. DEC.9 5:15
SAT.DEC.IO 7:00
SUN. DEC. 11 1:00

I

I

MODERN TIMES

:
:

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS"
At prices you should
have been paying!
10 EXCHANGE ST.• LOWER LEVEL
773·1310

"T::III ::ru1jffi _

THE
CHARLIE BROWN
ORCHESTRA

SUNDAY
DEC. 11TH
4·9 PM

FRI. DEC. 9 7:00
SAT. DEC.IO 9:00
SUN DEC. 11 7:00

THE GREAT DICTATOR

DANCE!
To the Tunes of

THURS DEC.8 7:00
FRI. DEC. 9 9:15

PORTLAND
COMPANY

.. .

A WOMAN OF PARIS

oi.twuf ~ ~ H~
**STAGE**

MOVIES

Charlie Cha~lin: AFestival

Happy Holidays

ftC'-

~

SAT. DEC. 10 2:45
MON. DEC. 12 9:00
10 Exchan ... 5 •. Portland

772·9600

H~HOM£
.
IH(.\Tli

CO"'ANf

HAROLD PINTER'S

HOME
COMING
Nov. 25-Dec. 18

•••• A.

MOON

MONSIEUR VERDOUX
31 Forest Ave. Portland • 773-8187~·~'-.~·,~ ~'. -~.;~:.;

tery fiction and the polarities
between male and female
writers and characters. For
more information, call 7991720.
The Del Fuegos went from
playing the bars to the big
time a few years back and
they've been laying low ever
since. But they're back and
r;aying on the boardwalk
down in Old Orchard Beach.
The Del Fuegos will be at the
Brunswick on West Grand
Avenue. Tickets are $7.50 in
advance (available at the
Record Exchange and at the
Brunswick) and $8.50 at the
door. Doors open at 8 pm.

Portland String Quartet will
not be performing Beethoven
at Corthell Concert Hall the
USM Gorham campus. Works
being performed tonight
include Boccherini's Quartet
No.1, Charles rves' Quartet
No.1 and Mendelssohn's
Quartet No. lOp. 44.
Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets $7
for the public, $4 for students
and seniors. For more information, call 780-5555.

The double feature tonight
at the Charlie Chaplin festival
at The Movies on Exchange
Street includes two movies
that were commercial failures
for Chaplin when first released. The first film on the
bill, "A King in New York,"
(1957) was considered to be
anti-American and was not
shown here until 1973. The
movie is about a king who
flees a revolution at home and
ends up in the world rock and
roll, plastic surgery and the
Un-American Activities
Committee of America's early
adolescence. "A King in New
York" plays tonight at 7 pm.

Br 8~fNPAN

MARINER'S

It is followed by "Monsieur
Verdoux" (1947) at 9 pm,
Chaplin's black comedy about
an unemployed bank clerk
who takes to marrying
wealthy women and murdering them - a male black
widow. See how you like
about these flicks in modem
times.

The Portland School of Art's
"Architalx" lecture series
continues tonight with a

~

~7)

the human rights abuses
observed during WWII and
has been Ute cornerstone for
much of the human rights
work done world-wide and
the inspiration for the founding of Amnesty InternationaL
We know where George
Tonight, the progress made in
will be today - George Mitchhuman rights will be celeell, that is. Senator Mitchell is
brated
at a benefit dance for
holding a series of public
the
Portland
Chapter of
meetings throughout Maine.
Amnesty
International
at
The Portland Jetport debate
Today he'll be in Saco at 9:30
Zootz,31
Forest
Avenue.
rages on and tonight the
am and South Portland at
Admission is $3. Amnesty
Portland
Democratic Com11 :30 am. Let the new Senate
International's
"Human
mittee has invited the director
Majority leader know what
Rights
Now
Tour"
will be
of Portland's Jetport Barry
you think about the budget
aired
on
HBO
at
8
pm
on both
Valentine to speak on the
deficit, health care, housing,
December
10
and
on
Christtopic of jetport expansion or
education, the environment
mas night. For more informaan
alternative regional soluand foreign affairs. Both
tion, call 846-4379.
meetings are at the respective tion. The public is invited to
Lots of people love Masterattend and ask questions. Mr.
city halls: Saco, 300 Main
piece
Theater, but can never
Valentine will be speaking at
Street; South Portland, 25
plan
to
be at home for six,
Franklin Towers on CumberCottage Road.
eight,
or
more Sunday eveSka from Buffalo. The Great land at Franklin at 7 pm.
nings
in
a
row. That's why it's
Coffee and desert will be
Train Robbery is back for
great
when
one of those oneanother show at the Tree cafe served afterward. For more
shot
deals
are
broadcast.
tonight. Vocals reminiscent of information, ca11878-2752.
Tonight,
in
one
episode,
The U.N. Declaration of
Elvis Costello (whatever
Masterpiece
Theater
presents
Human Rights was signed 40
happened to him?), original
George
Elliot's
novel
"Silas
years ago yesterday. The
tunes and lyrics, and rave
Marner,"
on
MPBN
televideclaration was made after
reviews after their last Portsion, 9-11 pm. (If you miss the
show, it will be rebroadcast
next Saturday at 1 pm.)
land performance should be
enough to get even the most
desperate couch potatoes out
tonight.

neater .r F&Dt..,.. 50 DaAl.rth •
TbUl'. Pri It s.t at 8: Sua at 7
nckeb $10 IlDci 812

775-5657

VLSA/MASTERCARD Acctpted

I

425 Fore SI. 871·0663

127 Middle Street
Portu.nd, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

Some of
Maine's Finest
Contemporary Artists

Dec .... b.r 8,1988

19

with two bands from Pennsylvania

The Creatures
& Several Species
.Ilstings must be ",ceived by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Slto..,.r, 187 Clark St",.t, Portland 04102 775.6601

Fri. &Sat. Dec. 16 &17
COMING UP: 12116 THE WILD HEARTS
From Boston THINGS THAT AREN'T FOOD

lEI:] jIll'", :(1 i!I a,]ii i f': 111l~&t1'I:t

•••
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What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas

SILVER
SCREEN
• • • • THE RED LIGHT REVUE • • • •

(through

Dec 8)

1,3, 5,7.9

tM
The Accus.d is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago.
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime. Kelly McGillis
plays an attomey who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape. later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony. +recommends, but with
the warning that the movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches.

Dec 8)

Dally at 9
CrOSsing Del.,cy
1 :35. 3:30, 7:30, 9 :25 (Sat-Sun)
4:25. 7:30, 9 :25 (Mon-Fri)
The Accus ...
Ithrough

Dec 8)

1 :20, 3 :35, 6 :45, 9:10 (Sat-Sun)
4:20,6:45,9:10 (Mon·Fri)
Ev....'body"a All Am.rlc ...
(through Dec 8)
1 :20. 3:45, 7:10, 9:30 (SaI-8un)
4:15, 7 :10,9:30 (Mon·Fri)

10 Exchange. PO!! land
172·9600
Charlie Chaplin FlI", Fo.t
See schedule at right

,ap,a.,
Dec 14-1

H..

has a new menu
Tex-Mex Cuisine

Beat that, you brass and brick joints!

Wed-Sat at 7:15.9
Sat mat at 1 :15. 3

Bird Clint Eastwood's tribute to Chartie
"Bird" Parker has finally made it to town.
The movie has received mixed reviews,
but Forest Whitaker's performance as
Chartie Parker has been praised by just
about everyone who has an opinion on
such matters. Eastwood captures the
moody jazz club scene of the 405 and
50s and hammers away at the drug
abuse which ended this legendary jazz
musician's life before his time.
+recommends, because not enough
jazz films ever come to Portland.

11923, silent)

Dec 8 .t B:30.
The Gold Rush
11925, silent)
Char1ie Chaplin. Mark Swain,
Georgia Hale
Doc 10at 1.
ClIy U,hts
11931. silent)
Chartle Chaplin, Virginia Cherrill
Oec 8 817; Dec 9 at 9 :15.
MocIM'I1 Tlmea
(1936, silent)
Charlie Chaplin, Paulelte Goddard
Dec 9 at 5:15; Dec 10 at 7; Dec 11 at 1.

_s/_Verdou.
(1947.

tal~e)

Chartle Chaplin , Manha Raye

Doc 10 at 2:45; Dec 12 at 9.
U ....llght
(1952, tatkie)
Charlie Chaplin, Claire Bloom,
Buster Keaton

Dec " at 2:45 and 9; Dec 13 at 6:30.

A King In New YorIt
11957, talklel

Chartle Chapl n
Dec 10at 5; Doc 12at 7; Dec 13 .t9:15.

A Ch....ln Revue

(three short~, 1916-23, sIlent)
CharlIe ChaplIn, Edna Purviance

Doc. at 2:45; Dec 7 at 7.

•••

Iron lEagle II
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3
ChIld'. Play
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
Fresh Hor•••
7,9. weekend mats at 1. 3

The Accused

7:15, 9 :15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15

Oortll•• ln the lII.t
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3

Bowdoin Colleg.
A Ch.bbnll. Story

Dec 9 at 7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Auditorium

Portland Mus.um

0' Art

Monument Sauare, Portland
Tickets are

Cocoon: Th. R.turn For those of
you who saw the Cocoon I, the retum of
the beloved friends and family who disappeared into outer space is imminent.

Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard,

Jack 0al<1e
Dee9at 7; Dec 10al9; Dec l' at 7.

854-9116

(opens Doc 9)
7, 9

865 Forest Ave.
Portland's "Miracle Mile"
• • • • •

,.
Th. Good Mother Diane Keaton
plays a divorced woman who is losing
custody of her daughter because of an
affair she is having with a bohemian
artist type. On the stand in court every
detail of Keaton's character and sexual
past is revealed - a frightening experience .
Halrspray John Waters' most recent
film was his leading lady Divine's last.
Set in Baltimore in 1962, "Hairspray" is
about two rivals for a teenage dance
show and racial injustice . • recom·
mends, even if she did miss it the first
time around.
H.artland is being shown as part of
the Women's History Film Series at the
Reiche School. This movie depicts the
true experiences of a female homesteader in turn-of-the-century
Wyoming. At the Reiche School Dec
13,7 pm.

The GNat Dictator
(1940, 1.I~e)

call ahaad to oonfirm limes

The Good Moth..

$3 lor members,

$3.50 for non-members
Rio QrM\Cle
Dec B, 7 pm

R.lche School
166 Bracken St., Penland
H.artland
Dec 13,7 pm

•••

.blues
Blue Flam.s Dec 16-17 at the Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550 .

regg.e
Soundklngs Dec 10 at Raoul's, 865
Fores~ Portland. 773-6886 and Dec 14 at
the Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 7735516.

d.ncing
Set Them F,.. A benefit dance for the
Portland Chapterof Amnesty International
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights on Dec
11 , 8 pm at ZOOIz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. For more information, cail 846-4379.
Contra Danc. Dec 16,8:30 pm-12 midnight at the Chestnut Street Methodist
Church (behind City Hall), Portland. Live
music by the Crooked Stovepipe Band.
Admission is $3.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house
music and new music. Fri-5at, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night; Wed, chem
free dancing to new wave. 773-8187.
Fantasy Hall, River Rd., S Windham.
Country music every Saturday, 9 pm-l
am with Terrie Lee and Herbie lambert.
892-2811 .

==Blue FlamesSUNDAY
Lite Drafts 754
all day & nite
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE hot dogs Lite Drafts
at halftime
¢

I

75

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI

Edna Purviance, Adolphe Menjou

Movies are not scheduled 81 press tima;

729-5486

Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

772-9600

AW_oIP.t.

Westbrook Pfaza

Tont lnG Mall,-Srunswick

UPCOMING SHOWS
Dec. 8 - Rigamarole
Dec. 9 - Dave Mallett
Dec. 10 - Sound Kings
Dec. 16 - John Sebastian
Dec. 17 - Steve Howell and the Wolves

•••

through o . c _ 1 3

Cinema City

Evening Star

0'

The Movies
10 Exchange St.. Portland

D.aI,.

(through

Twins It looks as if Arnold Scwarzenegger has met his with Danny
Devito. The pair discovered that they
are twins who were separated at birth.
The premise and cast promises to be
good comedy, as does the fact that the
movie is directed Ivan Reitman who did
"Ghostbusters." But +won't say
anything about his one with certainty
until she sees it
Wings
D.sl", Wim Wenders latest
film tells the story of angels among
mortals in Bertin. Starring Bruno Ganz
and Peter Falk. +recommends and it
seems she'll be the last one to see it.
It's a good thing the movie has been
held over another week.

Charlie Chaplin Festival

BIrd

(opens Dec 9)
1:20, 3 :45. 7:10. 9:30 ISat-Sun)
4:15,7:10,9:30 (Mon·Fri)
Ernest s.v_ Chrlstm ••
(opens Dec 9)
1:20. 3 :55, 6:45, 9 (Sat·Sun)
4:20, 6 :45,9 (Mon-Fri)
Mystic PIzza
1 :15, 3 :50. 7:20, 9 :15 (Sat-Sun)
4:30,7:20. 9:15 (Mon-Fri)
Fresh Honea
(through Dec 8)
t :to. 3 :35. 6:50 (Sat-5un)
4:10, 6 :50 (Mon-Fri)
Wings of
1.3:40, 7, 9:30 (Sat·Sun)
4,7,9:30 (Mon-Fri)
High Spirit.

The Movies

All items under $6
Raoul's Tostada $5.75
Raoul's Chalupa $5.95
Raoul's Tex-Mex Pizza $5.95
The Enchilada $5.95

Crossing .,..... nc:'y
a single woman living on the
West Side who is looking for Mr. i
in New York. With the help of a
i
broker hired by Grandma, she rejects a
novelist in favor of a pickle merchant
(PG).

772-9751
My Stepmother Is an Anen
(opens Dec 9)
1:10,3:35.6:50.9:10 (Sat-Sun)
4:10.6:50, 9:10 (Mon-Fri)

for our Motown Rock n' Roll Dance Party at 8:0?~
Weddings and private parties are our specialty

JUST
SAY
NO!
to over·priced food!!

Land a.fore Time

I, 2:30. 4. 5:30. 7~ 5, 9
Ern.st Sav•• Christmas

Temple and Middle. Portland

Join us every Wed. night at Raouls'

(Band rehearsal space available also)

Malne MaU Road. S Por11and
774-1022
TwI ...
(opens Dec 9)
1, 3:15,5:25.7:35.9:45
n..N_edGun
1 :15, 3 :10. 5:05. 7,9
Tequila SUnrls.
12:30.2:50,5:10,7:35, 9:55
Scrooged
12:45.2:50. 5,7:10,9:20
Cocoon: The A"urn
12:30. 2:50, 5:15, 7 :35, 9:55
Ollv.r & Company
1 :15, 3:10, 5, 7

Nickelodeon

40 Years of Great American Music
Winner of Maine Music Award's Best R&:B Band Two Years Running

CALL 883-2802

Oliver and Company There are
some people who would tell me this
movie is just my speed. It's for the kids,
of course. The Walt Disney animated
feature retells the story of Dickens'
"Oliver Twist," transplanting it in New
York. Oliver is a cute orange kitten who
is influenced by a gang of streetwise
dogs. Some of the voices you'll hear include Billy Joel, Dom Deluise and
Bette Midler.
Rio Gr.nde The last film of the John
Ford film series at the Portland Museum
of Art. This one stars John Wayne as a
company commander with a willful wife
(Maureen O'Hara), who wants to leave
the frontier and take her son home.

Land B.fo", Tim. An animated flick
for kids and others about the plight of
Littlefoot, a charming baby dinosaur
who seeks sanctuary in the Great Valley after his parents are killed in an
earlhquake. The trailer always gets
oohs and aahs from the audience, even
from the adults.
My Stepmother Is an Allen Kim
Bassinger plays the comedienne in th "
role of an alien. lucky Dan Aykroyd
finds himself visited by this fine specimen from outer space.
Mystic Pizza A Connecticut Yankee
falls for a pizza parlor girt in this continuation of the story of Romeo and Juliet
.recommends, because I've heard the
pizza partor scenes are wonderful, and
I haven't had dinner yet.
The Naked Gun Do you miss reruns
of "Fantasy Island" with Ricardo
Montalban? Don't worry. He's back in
this detective thriller spoof by the creators of "Airplane:

Scrooged Bill Murray returns after his
long hiatus from the movies in this updated version of Chartes Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol: As far as I'm concerned , the movie is just another reminder of impending holiday shopping.
But what can I say - I'm a scrooge.
T.quila Sunrise I had never seen
such seductive coming attractions in
my life. The movie itself is visually
slick. Mel Gibson plays a drug dealer
and Ku rt Russell plays a cop and an old
high school friend. Raul Julia is a Mexican cop who gets involved with the dirty
business. Michelle Pfeiffer is excellent
as the woman who gets caught in the
middle of the boys' games. .recommends as a better than average drugcrime flick, but "Tequila Sunrise" is not
as good as might be expected from director Robert Towne who wrote the
screenplay for "Chinatown."

folk.acoustic

rock.roll
Sl.epy La Beef Dec 8 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Thelnspectora Dec8atthe Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-48 73.
Rigamorole Dec 8 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Wild Turkey every Thursday at the
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-55t6.
Tha Sight Dec 8-10 at the Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
SiI.nt Prophet Dec 8-9 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Dump Truck and Bouncing Off Bob
Dec 9 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774-1441.
Lightening Ros. Dec 9-1 0 althe Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Kopterz Dec 9-10 at the Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
The. Talisman, The C",atu",s &
Several Species Dec 10 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Guilty Dec 9-10 at LB's Pub, Rt 302, N
Windham. 892-8923.
Blockyard Dec 9-10 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
G",at Train Robbery Dec 10 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441 .
The Aqua Velvets Dec 11 at Geno's,
13 Brown, Portland. 761 -2506.
Th. Sighs Dec 11 -12altheOld Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Law Dec 13-14 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Marked D.ck Dec 14 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth , Portland. 774-1441 .
Del Fuegos Dec 15at the Brunswick, Old
Orchard beach . 934-4873.
Laughing Academy and Sub skin
Cabl.s Dec 15 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth , PorHand. 774-1441 .
The B",akdown Dec 15-17 at the Old
Port Tavern, lt Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
.John S.bastian Dec 16 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886
Rigamorole Dec 16 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
The Boyz Dec 16-17 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Vldo & The Groove Kings Dec 16-17
at Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-3501.
The White Walls Dec 16-17 at Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
D.....r In Debt Dec 16-17 at Tommy's
North Shore, Rt. 302, Naples.
Kopterz Dec 16-17 at at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
St.ve How.1I & the Wolves Dec 17 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.

r.b
Th. Persuadera Dec 8-10 at Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Nightli'es Dec 9-10 at Horsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
Savoy Truffle Dec 15 at Moose Alley, 46
Marke~ Portland. 774-5246.

Con Fullan Dec 8 at the Bamhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Danny Beal & Earl Bigelow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
The Roches Dec 9, 8:30 pm at Pickard
Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
TIckets are $7 for the public, $2 .50 with
Bowdoin I.D. For more information, call
725-3321 .
Art Webster Dec 9-1 0 at the Intown Pub,
Brunswick. 729-1777.
Scott Fulsom Dec 9-1 0 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
David Mall.t Dec 9 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Cathy Stebbins Dec 14 atthe Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Windy Nights Dec 14-17 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729- 1777.
Doug & L.ah Dec 15-17 at lB's Pub, Rt
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Larry Irwin Dec 15 at the Bamhouse
Tavem, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Robbie Coffin and Dan Waxman
Dec 16 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35,
N Windham . 892-2221.
Robbie Coffin Dec 17 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.

on the waterfront

in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME e 774,3550
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USM .Jazz Ensemble directed by Scott
Reeves Dec 9, 8 pm at Corthell Concert
Hall, USM Gorham. Works pertormed
include pieces by Reeves, Duke Ellin9ton, Freddy Hubbard, Gil Evans, CharlIe
Parker and selections from the big band
literature. TICkets are $3 for the public, $1
students and seniors. For more information, call 780-5555.
Nancy Wamock Dec 9-10 at the Blue
Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:3011 :30 pm . 871-0663.
A Salut. 10 Dick Cash Dec .11 , 2 pm at
the Waldo Theater, Waldoboro. Hosted
by the Mid-Coast Arts & Media Center,
the concert will feature well-known jazz
musicians who have worked with Cash
throughout his long career. Proceeds from
the concert go to the newly created Dick
Cash Music Scholarship Fund at the
University of Maine, Augusta. Donations
requested. For more information, call 8326373.
Melissa Hamilton Dec 16-17, 7:3011 :30 pm , at the Blue Moon, 425 Fore,
Portland. 871-0663 .

Great
Train
Robbery

• net< fTS TO ANY IrIAINsrAc>t
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CALL TODAY!
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T(fES-SAT NooN-6:00 PM .

The Walkers

PORTLAND

and Wide Spread Panic

**srAGE**

rrom Athens, Georgia

COMPANY

25'11 FOREST I1VE(OFF(ON6I!ESS) :

classic.1
The Bowdoin Trio Dec 8, 8 pm at
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
Works pertormed include Haydn's Trio in
C Major, No. 27, Brahm's Trio in C Minor
and Beethoven's "Archduke' trio. TIckets
are $101$8. For more information, call
780-5555.
Tha Workshop In Music Drama will
present excerpts from Sondheim's"A Uttle
Night Music" Dec 10, 8 pm in Corthell
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. TIckets are
$31$1 . For more information, call 7805555.
Portland String Quartet Dec 16, 8
pm . Concert will include Boccherini's
Quartet No.1, Charles lves' Quartet No.
1 and Mendelssohn's Quartet No. 1 Op.
44. Corthell Concert hall, USM Gorham.
TIckets $71$4. For more information, call
780-5555.
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12/18
Broken Men
12/22
Big Barn Burning
12/23
Boogaloo Swamis
12/28
Duke Robillard
12/29
The Holy Bones
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45 Danforth Street, Portland
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Dec. . . . . . .

20
Clnderell. performed by the Portland
Players through Dec 11 at Thaxter Theater, 420 CottaQe Ad, S Portland.
Showtimes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm Sun at
2:30 pm. For ticket information, call 7997337.

~-----~O~aB~-----NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVE.
2ND RIGHT OFF EXIT 8, NEXT TO GOODALL BOA1S 773-0888

You're. Good M.n Charlie Brown

YOU'LL FIND THE BEST DEAL ON WOOD & COAL STOVES
AT THE STOVE BARN!
. Woodstoves from $99.95 Coal stoves from $299.95
$0...
,
1~.'. 1u...~".·~ ;'.:1·.'.== 1~OFFALLGl.ASSDOORSI
.. Cast Iron
""
~.r~' SUrtlng at only $189.
I~.'tt. f'"
.. ~ ~~~ :
~..,. ~~'P~~1_

Construction
Cle... n Gb.ss
;_;..,,~,,- Top Draft

~nd.':.
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5 .. Off cuslom 5izes!
Special price.on: gr.tes, tools
5ds&heuthrugs

'~.~.J:lf D~ w
$25. FREE SlOVE PIPE wlth purchase o{ Any New Stove!

"TAKE IN ALL YOU CAN TAKE-OUT"

LUNCHES • BUSINESS MEETINGS • DINNER PARTIES
SKI TRIPS. HOLIDAY GATHERINGS· GIFT BASKETS
Mon.-Sat. 11-7:30 PM • 9 Deering Avenue, Portland· 773-2624

Grazie
Danke
Merci
Thank You!
to all our clients who.have
helped us grow and make it
a grea;t5 years!

christm.s

Choral Arts Society Dec 9,8 pm at The
CenterfortheArts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Works performed include Fancis
Poulenc's "For the Season of Christmas, Gustav Hoist's "Christmas Day" and portions of Handel's "Messiah." Tickets are
$101$8. For more information, call 4428455.
M.gic of Chrisbn.s Ten Shows, Dec
9-11, 15-18 at Portland City Hall Auditorium. Special guests KK Preece, soprano, Magic of Christmas Chorus directed by Daniel Junken and the Boy
Singers of Maine. Performances are at 8
pm Fri and Sat, 2:30 and 8 on Sun. For
more information, call th Portland Symphony Orchestra at 773-8191.
Songs of the Se.son A Christmas
benefit concert by Castle bay Dec 9, 7:30
pm at the Rrst Baptist Church, 23 Main,
Yarmouth. This evening of Christmas
music in the Celtic folk tradition will benefit the Protestant Hospital Chaplaincy of
Maine Medical Center. Cost of admission
is $6 for adults, $3 for children under 12,
free for children under 6. For mor~ information, call 846,-5814.
C.stleb.y perform traditional Celtic
Christmas music Dec 10, 8 pm at the
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
Church in Portland. Tickets are $6 in
advance, $8 at the door. Tickets are
available
at
Amadeus
Music,
Buckdancer's Choice and Gallery Music.
For more information, call the Portland
Folk Club at 773-9549.
Christm.s Concert performed by The
Meddiebempsters, a nlne-man a capella
singing group, and Miscellania,a women's
augmented double quartet Dec 10, 8 pm
in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call 7253321.

Celebr.tlon of Lessons and Carols

8 Exchange Street, Portland

775·25558:30-7 M.F; 8:30·5 SAT

oliday Open House

Bates College Chapel Singers will perform Dec 11, 4:30 pm in the Chapel,
Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
Messl.h Slng-A.Long Dec 13, 7:30 pm
in the Chapel, . Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more information, call 7253151.
A Christm.s C.rol SIng-.-long with
the Androscoggin Chorale and the Brunswick Youth Orchestra Dec 17, 2 pm at
the High Street Church, 106 Pleasant,
Lewiston. Presented by LA Arts. Tickets
are $3. For more information, call 7827228.

0_ Henry's ''The Gift of the M.gi"
will be performed on stage Dec 10, 8:30
pm at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse, At.
302, S. Casco. Dinner begins at 7 pm.
Special show for kids Dec 11, 1 pm. To
make reservations, call 655-3292.
The D.rk Side of The Moon A laser
light show to the music of Pink Floyd will
be shown at 8:30 pm on Saturday at
Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth,
Portland. Admission is $3 for adults, $2
for seniors and children ages 7-16. For
more information, call 780-4249.
A Child's ClVIstmas In W.les The
Theater of Newburyport perform Dylan
Thomas' story Dec 11,3 pm at the Chocolate Church, The Center for The Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $11. For
ticket information, call 442-8455.
Let It Snow! (It Probably Will Anyw.y) A Christmas musical revue that
looks at Christmas past and present Dec
8-9,17,23,29-30 at the Thomas Inn and
Playhouse, At. 302, S. Casco. Dinner
begins at 7 pm and showtime is 8:30 pm.
To make reservations, call 655-3292.
Son of • Well·Tempered Laser Saturdays, 7:30 pm at Southworth Planetarium, USM Portland. Tickets are $3.50 for
adults, $2.50 for children under 12. For
more information, call 780-4249.

Musicsl production of "L.zurus"
Dec 9-10 a1 7 pm, Dec 11 at 1 pm at St.
Joseph's College, Windham. Tickets are
$5 for adults, $3 for children and seniors
and are available at the door. For more information, call 892-3052.
The Alc .......dl.ns New Vaudevillians
perform Dec 10, 8 pm at lewiston Jr High
School. Tickets are $6-$8. For more in formatian, call 782-7228.
Pe.ce Child, a musical play that tells the
story of Soviet and American youth who
become friends and cooperate to establish peace between countries, will be
performed Dec 10, 7 pm and Dec 11, 2
and 7 pm at Aiverton Community Center,
.600 Forest, Portland. Tickets are $5, $3
for children under 5. For more information, call the Jewish Community Center at
772-1959.

Do BI.ck P.tent Le.ther Shoes
Re.lly Reflect Up? based in the novel
by John A. Powers, IS being presented by
Team Theatre of Portland High School
Dec 16-17 at 7:30 pm, Dec 18 at 2 pm at
Portland High School, 284 Cumberland
Ave. Tickets are $4 for the public, $3 for
students and seniors. For more information, call 874-8250.
Open Mike/Audition Night every
Wednesday at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse, At. 302, South Casco. Interested
acts should contract the management at
the Inn, 655-3292, to arrange scbeduling.
Acts chosen from the Wednesday night
auditions will be offered an opportunity to
perform for compensation at the Inn.
Auditions are open to the public.

Saturday
December 10th
1:00 to 4:00 PM

-

through Dec 17 at 176 Sawyer St., Portland. Showtimes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm, Sun
at 2 pm. For ticket information, call 7991421 or 799-6509 .
The Nutcr.cker Dec 9-11 at the City
Theater, 202 Main, Biddeford. Performance by the Portland Ballet. Showtime is
Fri-Satat8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets $10
for adults, $6 for children and seniors.
Preview performance Dec 1, 6 pm; tickets
are $5. 772-9671.
The Crucible by Arthur Miller through
Dec 11 performed by the Aussell Square
Players at Russell Hall, USM Gorham.
Tickets are $6 public, $5 seniors, $3 students. For performances times and reservations, call 780-5483.
The Wizard of Oz Dec 9-18 at The
Theater Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. Dan Auger is directinQ his own
adaptation of the story. Showtlme is FriSat at 7 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets $5. For
reservations, call 729-8584.

e e e

Chris tmas Tree
for the
Dogs and Cats
e e e

Holiday Tips
for your pets
e e e
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The Homecoming by Harold Pinter pre-

Refreshments

cfinllnal Refuge League
BAXTER SHELTER

449 Stroudwater, Westbrook, Maine 04092, (207) 854-9771
Animal Refuge League is a non-proitt organization sLWOrted by tax-deductble contrbutions.

sented by the Mad Horse Theater Company through. Dec 18 at the Theatre of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. TICkets are $10 on
Thu and Sun, $12 on Fri-Sat. For more
information, call 775-5657.
The Host.ge Dec 1-18 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest,
Portland. Presented by Portland Stage.
Performances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm,
Fri at8 pm, Satat5and9 pm,Sun at 2pm.
Tickets are $8-$19 and are available at
the PPAC box office, 774-0465.

A Silent Auction to benefit the Preble
Street Aesource Center Dec 8, 6-8:30 pm
at Woodfords Church, 202 Woodfords
St., Portland. Live entertainment will be
provided by the East End Jazz Quartet,
and a light dinner will be served. Admission is $10. A live and silent auction of
holiday gifts and artwork donated by local
businesses and artists. For more information, call 774-8211.
Vlctorl. M.nsion, 109 Danforth, Portland, is decorated for the holidays Dec 811, Thu-Fri 4-7 pm, and Sat-Sun 11 am4 pm. There will be room interpreters
throughout the museum, cookies and
punch and live music performed daily.
Admission is $5, $2 for children under 12.
For more information, call 772-4841.
Christm.s .t Henry's The boyhood
home of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
485 Congress, Portland, is decorated for
the holiday season and open to the public
Dec 9, 1-6 pm and Dec 10-11, 1-4 pm.
Admission is $3 for adults, free for children under 12. For more information, call
the Maine Historical Society at 774-1822.
Holiday S.le by Portland School of Art
alumni and students Dec 9, 5-8 pm and
Dec 10, 10 am-5 pm at the Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress St., Portland. For more information, call 775-3052.
Christm.s Art & Cr.ft S.le Dec 10
and 17, 12noon-4 pm in the rear of Town
Hall, Old Orchard Beach. For more informa1ion, call 878-2613.

Annu.1 Holld.y Open House &
Books.le Dec 10, 1-5 pm followed by
an open poetry readin\l, 7:30-9 pm (anyone interested in participating in the reading should contact the MWPA by Dec 5) at
the Maine Writers Center, 19b Mason,
Brunswick. For more information, call 7296333.
Weekly Fl•• M.rket Sundays, 9 am-4
pm, at the Portland Expo Center, 239
Park Ave, Portland.
New Ye.r'sJPortl.nd Four hours of
your time will get you free admission to
the celebration and an invitation to the
Midnight Staff party on Dec 31. Volunteers are needed for distribution of flyers
and posters on specific routes in Southern Maine. A car will be helpful for most,
but not all, routes. People are also needed
in the sales and security area. For more
information, call the Center for Voluntary
Ac~on at 874-1015.

•

Rip tides
While one faction tries to backpeddle, another is ready to rip.
Skip Matson wants a plan, too - one that will rebuild the noisy,
busy port of Portland.
"It would be a lot easier if it wasn't for a handful of people who
moved in thinking they were moving into Kennebunk," says
Matson, who fished on the waterfront for decades and supported the 1987 referendum. 'There's some people that think
anything to do with the waterfront has got to be a fishing boat."
He thinks the referendum is being interpreted too strictly.
"I don't see why you can't put a grocery store up there," he
says, referring to the empty floors in waterfront buildings. "You
used to be able to go into the stores down there and buy your foul
weather gear, your gloves, your cutting knives, have a cup of
coffee.
"And they had bars and restaurants down there - it was all
part of the waterfront. People have to eat.
" And fishermen need a lawyer, too. I would much rather walk
across Commercial Street and up one flight of stairs than walk 15
blocks uptown. If the space is vacant, why not let them in?"

INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS, INC.

774-7968

continued on next page

Our down Lap
Robe shown with
the Elizabeth
Flannel
Nightgown

CHRISTMAS' PAST ...
... CAPTURE THE MEMORY

opening.
Portl.nd Show Works by gallery artists
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Portland Landmarks at Barridoff Galleries, 26
Free, Pordand. Opening reception Dec 9,
5-7 pm. Exhibit continues through Dec
31. Also at the gallery, 19th and early 20th
century American art. Hours: Mon-Fri 1am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
Spring Point Pottery, 5 Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit and annual open
house and holiday sale Dec 10-11, 9 am5 pm. 767-1350.
Christmas Open House featuring
Small Works by gallery artists Dec 14,57 pm at Hobe Sound Galleries North, One
Milk, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat, 10:3Oam5 pm. 773-2755.
Faculty Exhibition at the USM Portland Art Gallery Dec 1-15. Closing reception Dec 15, 4 pm. Hours: Sun·Thu 12-4
pm.

780-5009~ORE •••

107 MAIN ST.

YARMOUTH, ME
846·3695

ARTFUL ACCESSORIES

next to
North Yannouth Academy
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our new catalogue.
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644 Congress Street, Portland
Suze Allen as Bobo in Brendan Behan's
"The Hosiage,"
currently on stage at the
Portland Performing Art Center.

While fish processing plants, diners, and trucking companies
aren't particularly Old Port style, they are old port style, as codependants on a working waterfront. Like the shipping and rail
traffic the beautiful West End was built on, they are practical and
profitable.
Around this theme of diversity the Waterfront Alliance was
born.
The Alliance is made up of, and funded by, waterfront businesspeople, property owners, remnants of citizens groups, political types, and so on. They rallied behind Merrill in the cementsilo fight, squaring off against the FRNA. Now that Merrill has
come through the storm, the Alliance is preparing to ·stay.
The Alliance shot for a diverse membership, in order to get
disagreements ironed out before their version of The Plan gets to
City Hall. Even so, their door has yet to be opep.ed to the FRNA.
Both groups claim a willingness to work together; both say
they're not ready just yet.
"ldon'tknow that they (FRNA) will be around in four months,"
says Alan Caron, spokesperson for the Alliance and a consultant

We wish
you a
"Comfy"
Christmas

es, t ere s tzme.
TWO WEEKDELIVERYon all
CUSTOM DRAPERIES and BliNDS
ordered from merchandise in stock.
Call 773-5741 NOW for our
FREE SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE
The Custom Drapery Shop

Crisis intervention information
and referral to all social
services, telephone coun_seling.
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class stuff."
Spencer does admit that the FRNA bankroll may have bought
time at City Hall, but does not apologize for the result: investigation of the cement dust issue, and the city's adoption of a noise
ordinance.
Other ledges the FRNA claims should be marked are earth, air,
water, and noise pollutions. Cement dust and noise were the
short-range issues. Spencer says, "The day is long gone when
you can trade off environmental quality for economic vitality."
If money did slow Merrill's cement-silo project, he says, "It's
an indication of the accumulated power developed by that
particular individual to run over other people. It's tru~ we've
been able to get the city to slow down and look at this thing.
There's been almost an uncritical stampede of support for this
thing. All the City Council has done is hire some experts to
evaluate some of the potential problems in advance."
Spencer says FRNA will continue pushing its agenda. Calling
the Council "nine volunteers working like the devil," he says
Portland citizens need to pool their money and their brains, and
give the city a hand with planning. He warns about accepting an
industrial working waterfront without a comprehensive plan.

J

For peace of mind.
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in the Wayette Town House between Longfellow and Congress Squares
FREE PARKING (stop at our front door for directions)
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continued from previous p.ge

for Merrill. But that seems unimportant to him. "The timing
couldn't be better. There's a kind of pent-up demand for action
in the city," says Caron. "More and more people are saying, 'Hey,
we can't wait for the City to make a motion.' It's time to move. But
we can't all agree on what we want to do."
by

Portland's "24-Point plan"
I

The city does have a plan - a general set of guidelines for waterfront
development, called the "24-Point Plan." The Community Development
Committee gave it to the City Council in April 1988.
These are the points:
1 Include the public in the planning.
2 Establish a port development and administration office.
3 Market the port.
4 Decide how much berthing will be needed.
5 Build more berthing at the Fish Pier, with state assistance.
6 Build public floats at the Maine State Pier and the Portland Pier.
7 Have the state dredge the harbor.
8 Improve the International Marine Terminal (Ferry Terminal).
9 Invite cruise ships.
10 Use International Marine Terminal for commercial shipping.
11 Review for zoning land in upper Fore River area.
12 Promote vacant land for marine use. .
13 Acquire Naval Reserve Pier.
14 Acquire Canadian National Railroad property.
15 Repair public piers, with state aid.
16 Build new Portland/South portland bridge.
17 Reconstruct Commercial Street...
18 ... further to the West.
19 Leave the door open for an aquarium.
20 Support the Harbor Commission
21 Study the economic impact of the current zoning.
22 Improve waterfront parking.
23 Improve public access to the waterfront.
24 Cooperate with South Portland on harbor management.

DISCOVER OLD PORT'S NEWEST STORE
"Featuring a unique selection
of gourmet cookware and
fashionable tabletop products"

Of'"£1 Z ao.d. :FLOYD

MAXWELL'S

plotting a course

Ann

While every group in town looks for a plan, arld the fish and
international trading trends impose their own plan, City Hall
struggles to stay on an even keel.
"It's not exactly what you'd call leadership," Merrill says of the
city's waterfront policy. Merrill wanted to build tall cementstorage silos. His request for a height variance was denied, so he
asked the City Council to change the height across the whole
waterfront zone. It clid. Bu t it simultaneously enacted the "Spencer
amendment," a 55-decibel night-time noise ordinance requested
by Richard Spencer.
.
The result is a mixed message: The waterfront may work, but
it should be invisible and inaudible about it. The mixed message
comes from the Council's desire to please everybody and say no
to nobody.
.
.
The night the two Merrill measures passed, CounCillor Ron
Dorler made no secret of his wish to appease residents at the
expense of a noisy, working waterfront.
...
"1 think we could sit here for two weeks on thIS nOISe Issue and
not understand it. But that has to be in place," Dorler said in a
Council discussion of noise-measuring methods. So another
half-baked guideline was added to the vague collection.
Merrill says the cement business, in particular, ~on't suff~r
from the noise restrictions. But he protests the philosophy, In
general, of squelching a historicall~ n?isy plac~.
.
"In general, (55 db) is very restnchve, and IS not consistent
with the historic relationship between the industrial zone and
this particular residential zone," he says.
.
In defense of the Council, Merrill points out that the last tIme
the Council tried to get "out in front" of the waterfront, it got
slapped in the face by the public. The American Cities Corporation report of 1982 was a study of Portland's economic and social
potential. It recommended that Portland mix housing and fishing on part of the waterfront, in order to encour~ge growth. The
city took the recommendation to heart, making It part of a

Sitomer·
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For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Photo restorations

Soecialty Housewares

lOotommerCial Street • 773-7977 • VISNMC
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Lunch in the Old Port was ~rk sandwichs. Over 60
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~~~~~~~iI ice cold drafts,
Cadillac Jack's II
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feel? You can share the memories.
Plan now to have it restored in
time for the holidays.

The Photo Finish

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

ed;/kc9tlcJJ
A Good Place to Eat

442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port- 774-7466

SPECIALIZING IN:
Photo restorations • Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing • B&W prints from color slides

LAUGHING IN TIlE FACE OF TERROR

The Hostage
The Portland Stage production of "The Hostage" by Brendan Behan is currently at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center. Performances continue
through December 18, Tuesday
through Thursday at 7:30, Friday at 8, Saturday at 5 and 9,
and Sunday at 2. Tickets are $8$19.
''The Hostage" is Portland
Stage's second production of
the season and like "A Walk in
the Woods" it probes the lighter
side of political turmoil, which
seems anything but funny
when we read about such turmoil in the newspapers. Terrorists, prisoners and hostages,
bombs exploding and divided
loyalties are laughable as playwright Behan paints a farcical
portrait of a very tense situation.
Behan (1923-1964) was an
Irishman, a member of the Irish
Republican Army, and was
himself a prisoner as a young
man. That he laughs, and asks
us to laugh with him, is remarkable, but it is perhaps the
only way to disengage oneself
from a disenchanted cause.
"The Hostage" is set in Dublin in the late fifties - between
the Easter Uprising of 1916 and
the present - a generation after
Patrick Pearse and the newly
formed Irish Republican Army
proclaimed Ireland's independence from Britain. Independence from Britain was
fought for and lost, leaving
Ireland divided at the time of
the play.
Behan's farce evolves from
the fate of an IRA terrorist who
is scheduled to hang in Belfast
the following morning. In retaliation, the IRA captures an
English soldier and hold him
hostage in exchange for the
prisoner.
The soldier is Leslie (Simon
Brooking), an I8-year-old boy,
who seems to think at first that
his capture is some kind of joke.
Lancling where he does in
Dublin only adds to his illusion.
Leslie is taken to a boarding
house/brothel owned by an
English ex-patriot Monsewer
(John Straub), an Englishman
who fought for the Irish cause
during the civil war and now
wears a kilt, plays the bagpipes
and speaks Gaelic. Pat (Phil
Pleasants) is the caretaker of
the house and an IRA rebel from
the days of the civil war, who
takes the ongoing strife in ireland with a grain of Salt and a
sense of humor, although he
allows the hostage to be

brought to the boarding house.
The lady of the house, Meg
(Joan Ulmer), enjoys a good
stout now and then, and plays
the role of mother/seductress
to the men. She is Pat's longtime companion and drinking
buddy.
The boarders are characters:
Mulleady (Ian Trigger) is a
diminutive man, seeking redemption for his sin of running
off with the church funds at
some indeterminate time in the
past; Miss Gilchrist (Polly Pen)
is the charitable church lady
and Mulleady's redeemer;
completing this bawdy set are
Princess Grace (Kevin Dwyer),
a homosexual drag queen, and
a pairofleather-clad prostitutes
(J ennifer Berman and Suze
Allen).
Teresa (Tracy Sallows) is the
brothel innocent, a young girl,
orphaned and raised in a convent, who has come to Dublin
to work as a maid in
Monsewer's bawdy house.
Leslie is attracted to Teresa the
moment he arrives. As the play
carries on, the couple fall in
love in spite of their patriotic
differences - which in fact,
hardly exist. Both aretoo young
to have been caught up in the
fervor of the old cause.
The entire crew are true Irish
patriots, not one of them has
escaped the sentimentality of
theIrishcause. Even the whores
are socially conscious, throwing out a john after discovering
he is Polish and a communist.
They are, of course, willing to
take his cash - cash defeating
patriotism or liberty.
The bawdiness of the production occurs naturally from
the setting. Sex,stout, johns and
queers lay the brickwork for
the comedy. The best dialogue
is between Pat and Meg, who
have been together so long that
they banter like a couple who
have been married for years.
The two sit around the common room, replete with empty
beer bottles and overflowing
ashtrays, adcling to the refuse
and talking about old times Pat telling tales of the Irish
rebels and Meg disputing his
stories, calling him a liar. Ms.
Ulmer and Mr. Pleasants fall
into the roles comfortably and
with ease.
Lightheartedness amidst the
tension is highlighted by song.
Behan, like Shakespeare, supplied the lyrics, but no music.
The music for Portland Stage's
production was arranged by
Thomas Cabaniss, who worked
with Portland Stage last season
on "Hard Times." When tradi-

tional Irish melodies are
adapted to Behan's lyrics, the
songs are natural and flow out
of the dialogue with ease. Pat's
songs are of this sort. They tell
tales of fighting and repression
in days gone by and are delivered with the style of a folklorist. The outrageous Miss
Gilchrist' ssongs are bawdy and
bad (ir1 a moral sense, that is.
The songs were wrought with
hilarity). Miss Gilchrist's songs
are usually begun with a cue
for music accompaniment,
which was so contrived that it
becomes farcical, as it is intended to be.
Irish patriotism, and Leslie's
patriotism when he finally
realizes he is going to die forno
other reason other that he is
English, is often expressed in
song. The entire cast's rendition of "When Irish Eyes are
Smiling" is the most heartfelt
number of the production,
ironically so as it is an American song.
The only regret is that the
leather-clad whores hanging
seductively in the eaves
throughout most of the play
didn't break into song. Their
costumes and style are reminiscent of Prince's back-up
singers; a bit of "1999" would
have been preferable to some
of the love ballads.
But in spite of all the bawdiness and singing, the play is
about war and the young
soldier's life isat stake. According to Martin Andrucki' s essay
in the theater program, "What
keeps the drama alive, from its
opening lines to its last terrifying moments, is the endless
tension between Pat's - and
Behan's impulse to laugh, and
the power of Pearse's vision
and its I.R.A. enforcers to stifle
the laughter in the name of
blood, martyrdom, and Romantic Ireland." The first tense
moment comes near the end,
when Teresa is torn between
helping Leslie escape and her
faith in the Irish cause. She tells
Leslie that she is not an informer, and we are reminded
that this is a play about a war
and life and death - not only
sex and beer and puns and
music. Until this point, we are
as apt as Leslie to think his
imminent execution is bad joke
that won't come off. The reality
of the situation hits like a ton of
bricks. Alongside bawdiness
and zaniness, the audience
laughs in the face of terror.

Clip this ad and give it to the
man in your life.
,This holiday season, let the !Dan in your life give you a
very special gift ... a Personal Make-over by Pamela.
Through Make-Up Artistry, Fashion Coordination and
Color Analysis, Pamela will bring out your true beauty
and show you how to achieve your new look every day.
The Perfect Stocking StutTer!

Make-Up Artistry
C%r Analysis
Skin Care
Personal Mak&-overs
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the Possibilties are Endless.
With 34 styles and the ability to condense, expand,
or slont (left or rightl' your typesetting can
toke on a who e new meonlng.
Thot's why PrintMedia is your source for
endless passibilities in typesetting!

And Camera Services
Line shots, reverse line shots ond halftones (133, 100, 85
or 65 line) are immediotely available to you at
PrintMedio. 40 Elm Street, Portland, ME 0410l.
Telephone 773-W62, FAX 773-0219.

Ann Sitomer is not Irish but she's
been known to sing an Irish song every
now and then.

10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861
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AGift You Can Give ...
And Receive!

Ooops..• One of tbe actors in tbe caption under tbe pboto of Mad Horse Tbeatre's /»·o,'uction of
«Tbe Homecomlng- was listed as Danai Jefferson In last week's Issue. Donald Jellerson
deserves tbe credit.

PRlNlMEDIA
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25 cards $8.75
MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.

----.' ;",le, «elN it,'§@.I--=--37 Ocean St., South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

Portl.nd M ........ of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sa1.
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday evenings. 5-9. Current exhibits: Winslow
Homer: Paintings of the Civil War (Oct 6Dec 18); Judith Rothchild: From Collage
into Relief (Oct 28-Dec 31). The Land of
Norumbega (Nov 15-Jan 22). 775-6148.
D.nforth St ....t G.II.ry, 34 Danforth.
Portland. Contemporary, figurative paintings and drawings by Salazar through
Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm.
Thu until 6 pm. 775-624S.
St.v.n M.rrill An exhibitof realisticwatercoiors of Maine scenes and still lifes
through Dec 28 at the Artisans, 334 Forest Ave. Portland. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 am6 pm, Sat 9 am-3 pm. 772-5522.
Gre.nhut G.II.ri_, 146 Middle, Portland. Through Dec, original·prints, pastel
and paintings by gallery artiSts, and antique prints of Portfand and Maine. Hours:
Men-Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Chrt.tma. Show "The Gift of GI •••"
at the Stein Gallery, 20 Milk, Portland.
Exhibit continuE's through Dec 31. Hours:
Mon-Sat. 11 am-5:3O pm. 772-9072.
G.II.ry 127, 127 Middle, Portland. Works
by John HultberQ, new watercolors by
Graydon Mayer, Introducing new sculptures and paintings by Gary Haven Smith.
John Swan, new oils by Michael Waterman and Neil Welliver. Also, works by
Diana Arcadipone, John Dehlinger. Lynn
Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green,
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis,
Charles E. Martin, Nick Snow and Gina
Werfel. Exhibit contfnues through Jan.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat fO am-5
pm. 773-3317.
N.ncy M.rgoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore
Street, Portland. Jewelry by Lydia Weber
and Woven Forms by Rise Petersons
thrpugh Jan 1. Also "New Art Forms,"
iristallation at Bemstein, Shur, Sawyer
and Nelson lopen to the public by appointment on y). 775-3822.
N.w Painting. by Connl. H.y•• will
be displayed through Jan 29 at Cafe Always, 47 Middle, Portland. Hours: TueSun 5-10 pm. 774-9399.
M.lne Pott.". M.rk.t, 376 Fore.
Portland. Special Christmas group exhibit by gallery artists through Dec 30.
Hours: Mon-5at 9 am-9 pm, Sun 10 am6 pm. 774-1633.
•

OFF~
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G.II.ry talk on "The L.ndof Norumb.ga" Dec 8, 5: 15 pm and Dec 9,
12:1S at the Portland Museum of Art. The
talk is free with museum admission
(museum is free on Thursday evenings)
and open to the public. For more information, call 775-6148.
VI.ltlng Artl.t. Slide Lecture Given
by Leonard Urso, Rochester Institute of
Technology Dec 8.7 pm at the Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress, Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 775-3052.
Sherry MIII.r - Portland painter, writer
and reviewer - will show slides of her
work Dec 9. 7:30 pm at the Maine Writers
Center. 190 Mason, Brunswick. For more
information, call 729-6333.
Holiday S.I. by Portland School of Art
alumni and students Dec 9, 5-8 pm and
Dec 10, 10 am-5 pm at the Baxter Building, 619 Congress. Portland. For more
information, call 775-3052.
•
The ".pen America Socl.ty of
M.lne will offer two holiday workshops
on Dec 10, 10 am-3 pm at the Sonesta
Hotel, Portland. Participants will leam
Japanese gift wrapping techniques and
how to create origami ornaments. Cost is
$15 for both workshops. $8 for one session. Pre-reaistration IS required. Call the
Japan AmerICa Society at 774-4014.
G.nlu. Artl.t Lo••• h.r L •••• Studio show and sale at 616 Congress (third
floor), Portland. For appointment. call
Sherry Miller at 761-0611.
Hayloft Art Soci.ty Chri.trna. Art
Show with Artists Demonstrations at
Deering Pavilion, 880 Forest Ave. Portland on Dec 11. 2-5 pm. Admission is
free. For more information, call 878-2613.
Cr.ft Work.hop Dec 17, 10 am in Rm
259 of the Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Fiber artist Susan Bowditch will lead a hands-on workshop in
'Direct Dyeing on Silk, - in conjunction
with the Japanese crafts exhibit curren~y
at the Museum of Art. Registration deadline is Dec 7. For more information, call
786-6156.

schools. libraries

OPEN TILL
lAMFRI&SAT
Mon-Thur

6:30 am-1l:30 pm
Fri-8at 6:30-1:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm

Cheapest
Beer & Wine
in the Old Port

CASCO
VARII(i'Y

IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE
WATERFRONT

A LIGHTER LOOK AT WHAT
HAPPENS IN THE DARK.
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Lea Thol}1pson
Victoria
Jackson

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

Lower lobby
151 Middle St.
Pordand. Maine

Non-Sllver Photogr.ph), An exhibition of historic photographic processes,
including gum prints, cyontypes, and Van
Dyke pnnts by students of the photography department of the Portland School of
Art. The exhibit continues through Dec 13
in the Student Gallery, Baxter Building,
619 Congress. Open during regular school
hours. induding weekends. 775-5154.
F.culty Show through Dec 21 at the
Baxter Gallery. Por~and School of Art.
619 Congress Street. Portland. Hours:
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun
11 am-4 pm.
My.tlel.me: Photographe of Minor
Whit. at the Payson Gallery of Art. 716
Stevens Ave, Portland. Exhibitcontinues
through Dec 24. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4
pm. Thu, 10 am-9 pm. Sat-SUn, 1-5 pm .
797-9546.
a_ton Artl.t St.v.n Mitchell will
exhibit new work through Dec 21 at the
AREA Gallery at the Campus Center,
USM Por~and. For more information, call
780-4090.
L.ndec......nd .tlll IIf_ in watercolor and casein by J. Philip Larson
through Dec 16 the USM Sace-Biddeford
Center, Saco Island. 282-41111 .
Photogr.phe by W. M.re a.meau
through Dec 15 at USM's Sanford Center's
"Ia Galerie de l'Universite: 324-6012.
The Landec.pe Within An exhibit of
works by Thomas Connolly Dec 2-29 at
the Portland Public Library. Opening reception and slide show Dec 2, 4-6 pm.
Open during library hours. 773-4761.
Bowdoin Colleg. Mue.um of Art,
Brunswick. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm;
Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. Revolutionary Art: Russian Avant-Garde Works
from the Collection of Robert and Maurine Rothschild Nov 29-Jan 8. 725-3275.
".p.n••• Craft. - N.w Engl.nd An
exhibition of works in clay, fiber, metal
and wood by 16 contemporary New England artisans at the Olin Arts Center.
Bates College, Lewiston.

Open 7 days

773-1999

Silk w.1I hanglnge by Margery Ware
Kirsch are on exhibit through December
at the Maine Audubon Society, Gisland
Farm. 116 U.S. Route One, Falmouth.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm . 761-2330.
Mlnl.ture. Paintings, sculptures, drawings and prints Dec 9-23 at The Center for
the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12 noon-4 pm.
442-8455.

Po.t EI.ctlon l.ra.1 World Affairs
Council lecture presented bu the consul
general of Israel Arthur AVIlon Dec 15, 12
noon at the Por~and Public Library. Free
and open to the public. For more inlormation, call 780-4551.
The My.t.ry of M),.t.rl•• Dec 15, 7
pm. Lectur&-discusslon series on mysterIes at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The topic of
thiS week's discussion is "Gender and
Genre: The Mystery of It Ali," a discussion
of the issue of gender in detective/mystery fiction - the polarities between male
and female writers and characters. For
more information, call 799-1720.
Comput.r Semln.r The Portland
Ghamber of Commerce is offering a
seminar tiUed 'Should You Hire a Fast
Idiot?," a three-hour seminar on the pros
and cons of computerizing your business
Dec 15,8-11 :30 am in the Chamber Board
Room. Cost is $4S for Chamber members, $85 for non-members. For more
information. call Virginia Armstrong at
772-8211.

Wednesday, December 14, 1988
5:00-7:00 p.m.

Small Works by Gallery Artists
!\ CERTAIN CLASS .. - "
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include the history and mission of the
Nantucket, how to be a tour guide, how to
do maintanance on board and what lightship volunteers should know about dockside safety procedures. Meeting will be
held Dec 8.7-9 pm on board the lightship
at the Maine Whart. Portland (opposite
the new Casco Bay Island TranSit District). Formore information, call 775-1 008.
The Art of Storyt.lling Dec 8-9 at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Club, USing folktales from both the
oral and wnt1en tradlbons, partlCl~ants
Will learn, create, 'prepare, and finally
present a story dunng a group performance on Sunday afternoon. Cost is $55
for AMC members, $60 fer non-members. Forreservations, call 603-466-2727.
T.'ephone SeminarTwo half-day seminars on the business useof the telephone
offered by the Portland Chamber of
Commerce Dec 9,9 am-12:15 pm and
1:15-4:30 pm at the Sheraton Tara Hotel.
For more information, call Virginia Armstrong at 772-2611.
Sila. Marner George Elliot's novel is
being presented on Masterpiece Theater
on MPBN television Dec 11. 9-11 pm .
P.re.trolk• • nd GI•• tno.t In Actlon:TheHI.tortc.IN.c•••ltyand
Cultur.1 M •• ning A lecture given by
Igor Sidorov, assistant professor of phllosophy ayt Leningrad UniverSity, Dec
12. 1:30 pm in 303 Payson Smith Hall,
USM Portland. Free and open to the
public. 780-44440.
Portland Writ.,. N.twork - a community of fiction . nonfiction and poetry
writers - promotes writing and provides a
forum for new talent. A series of workshops are being offered by the group.
'Edna SI. Vincent Millay, current studies
and her place in the Mame regional tradition" is the topic Dec 14, 7 pm at Portland
Monthly, 578 Congress, Portland
L.ndeca.... of the Orient: Contr••t. & SIrnIl.ritl_lecture given by
Jot Carpenter Dec 14, 6:30 at the Portland School of Art, 619 Congress, Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 775-3052.

Yl Christmas

" . .. NOT FOR

G.org. Mitchell will be holding a series
of public meetin\ls throughout Maine on
the budget defiCit, health care, housing,
education, environment and foreign affairs. Two area meetings will be held Dec
10: Council Chambers of Saco City Hall,
300 Main SI. at 9:30 am and Council
Chambers of S. Portland, 25 Cottage Rd.
at 11:30 am.
s.t Them Free A benefit dance for the
Portland Chapter of Amnesty Intemational
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights on Dec
11.8 pm at Zootz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. For more information, call 846-4379.
".tport Expansion or • R.glonal
Solution is the topic of the next meeting
of the Portland Democratic Committee
Dec II, 7 pm at Franklin Towers, Cumberland at Franklin. Portland. Jetport director Barry Valentine will be speaking.
Coffee and desert will be served following
the talk. For more information. call 8782752.
Wortd P••c. Dlsc ....lo... sponsored
by the Baha'i Association at USM Tuesday evenings through Dec 13 at 7 pm in
the Student Lounge. Bailey Hall. USM
Gorham. Free and open to the public. For
more information. call 780-4767.

'

Sufi M.dlt.tlon Dec II, 6:30-8 pm in
the Upper Auditorium at Mercy Hospital.
Portland. The classes are free and open
10 the public and introduce the participants to SUfi meditation and the teachIngs of Hazrat Inayat Khan. Each session
will include music, a breathing practice,
guided meditation and readings. This
session will focus on archetypes and the
reading is 'The Privilege of Being Human: For more information, call 6572605.
The F.mlly CrI.l. Sh.lt.r is looking
for volunteers. Training will be provided.
begining Jan 9, Monday and Wednesday
nights for four weeks. For more inlormation. call Cathy at 874-1197.
The AARP .nd the IRS are looking for
volunteers to be tax councilors for the
elderly. handicapped or low-income
people. Training sessions will be held in
Saco, Lewiston and Portland in early
January. For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Dlvorc. P.,.p.ctlv•• meets Weds at
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational
Church. 202 Woodfords St, Portland. The
topic for Dec 14 is Survival. For more information, caliingrahm Volunteers at 7735516.
The Preble Stre.t R._ure. Cant.r is looking for a volunteer to help with
light office work. A time commitment of
one ahernoon a week is all that is asked.
For more information. call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
~
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"I'm not here to sell art. I'm can really see things," says When the artist puts two sheets
here to educate people about Anne Stein. "The first time they of glass together, he or she ends
glass art. I talk to everyone who don't talk to USj they just look up with two colors of glass and
comes in the door because I around. The second time they a frosted color. Sandblasting
want them to know about this isolate a few pieces which in- can be used to "draw" on the
stuff. I don' t care if they' re going terest them and we usually talk gla~s as in the pieces of James
to buy something or not."
and explain the techniques used Van Deurzen.
Those are the words of Phil to make the pieces. The third
Sandcasting involves pourStein, who, with his wife Anne, time people begin to imagine ing hot glass into a mold made
owns Stein Glass Gallery on putting the pieces in their own in sand. Three pieces I really
Milk Street in the Old Port.
environments or even buy liked made this way are by
I went there last week be- something. People who like art, Russian artist Valentin Vanetik.
cause I heard that Phil and Anne not just glass, come in here. They are small occult-looking
talk about the glass on display Glass is something they live sculptures named boat vessel,
in the store - whether or not withj it enhances their environ- altar and fortress. The fact that
you're interested in buying. ment and works with the other they are glass is not obvious.
Many of the pieces Phil
This was my first visitj it was art forms they own.
about noontime. Though I am
"No one has to ask how a showed me were "constructed"
familiar with local glass artists good painting is done. Every- with glass elements made at
and their work I had never been one has some notion of the basic different times and then put tothere.
technique involved in making gether. For example, a vase
At first the gallery is over~ a painting, even if it's just to would have a blown body, a
whelming. I could only see-a understand that you use a cast base, glass rod handles and
whole lot of intricate bottles brush like you paint a walL" a glob of glass to fuse the parts,
as in a piece by Lisa Schwartz
and vases and decanters. It
and Kurt Swanson.
looked like a gift shop. And
Phil Stein deSCribes the histhis is probably why artists and
tory of the gallery. "We had a
art lovers are initially indiffergallery before in New Ipswich,
ent to glass and its place in the
New Hampshire and have been
art world.
here about three and a half
.J returned three days later,
years. Some of our customers
this time at dusk. As the light
followed us, and it's taken
dimmed outside the store, the
about two years to build up a
interior became more and more
local clientele."Today's a typibrilliant. Each piece comcal day," says Phil. "We sold a
manded a space of its own and,
few small gifts and this mornduring the hour I was there,
ing we sold a $1000 sculpture.
gracefully assumed the conBusiness U1 steady all year
figuration of a "work of art."
round, with no peaks.
Many of the pieces are one of
''We have a wide range of
a kindj some are functional and
some are not. Many are con- Untilled Platter by MicbaelJoplin customers from tourists to colstructed with separate ele- This is Anne explaining why lectors to people in the neighments, like sculpture. Some are they go to great lengths to borhood. Most of the purchases
well-mastered techniques explain how the glass is made. are for residential use. A lot of
known to many glass artists. "We have 35 artists and every- carpenters and plasterers working here in the old port used to
Some are individual techniques one works differently."
Some of the techniques in- come and stand in the doorthat mark a particular person's
work. And some pieces are volved include blowing glass way. But I got them to come in
where a glob of hot glass is on and talked to them about glass.
completely experimental.
I list all these possibilities in the end of a hollow pipe and Even the fishermen come in.
lieu of a discussion of art and the artist blows into the glass One man bought his wife a
craft. One needs time to get and turns the pipe at the same handblown perfume bottle.
"I have things from $15 to
used to this new expression of time making some kind of hollow
cylinder.
But
that
is
often
$5000,
which is my limit. I'm an
art. The American Studio Glass
just
the
beginning.
The
artist
artist
myself,
and I'm not comMovement really began in the
might
then
fuse
other
pieces
fortable
personally
as an artist
early fifties and now glass art
.onto
the
blown
glass,
they
with
work
that
isn't
accessible
and glass sculpture, which ten
might
break
off
parts
of
the
everyone,"
says
Stein,
who
to
years ago was limited to craft
original
piece,
they
might
flatpaints, draws and works in
shops, is shown in galleries and
glass. "Art isn't for a certain
museums all over the world. ten it, twist it, etc.
Sandblasting the glass in- class of society."
The Steins handle mostly New
England artists, and when they volves making a design on the
get real famous or real New glass like a stencil and then
York, the gallery only carries blasting away the revealed Sherry Miller, artist and writer, is so
of glass that after the Kristalnacht
parts. This process frosts part afraid
their smaller works.
observances she decided she must
"People usually come in of the glass and gives a con- have died then and been reborn in
about three times before they trasting design and texture. lime to write this column.

~~
A p..:Jyson Art Enterprise

One Milk Street, Portland, ME 04101,207/773-2755
Tuesday-Saturday, 10:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

sterling silver
bolos

$150

THE
NS

GALLERY

28 Exchange Street. Portland Maine 04101 ' (207) 774-7500

Season's
Greetings

abacus
hanc\cra1lers gallery

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101 • 772-4880
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 - 9 p.m. Sundays 11- 6 p.m.

An enchanted
forest of exotic,
functional, and
whimsical wooden
creations with a
natural spirit,
captured in a
fascinating array
of gifts and
accessories.

~6-. \;:Jz
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37 EXCHANGE ST.

46 BAYVIEW S1

PORTlAND' ME
871-1484

CAMDEN· ME

OPEN 7 DAYS

Q

236-3995
WE SHIP ANY WHERE

@

An enchanted
/orestof
IIOOden 91"5
& accessories

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON· NH
N. CONWAY· NH
BURUNGTON • VT
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NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVENUE 773-0888
A complete selection for your Iliff creations and holiday chcorati"ll
Choose from hundreds
Wreaths of all shapes
of baskets for your
and sizes, a/so a compleu
gift creations. Bread
selectwn of silk and
baskets, picnic baskets, etc.
dry flowers.
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Fie"Care "Chemical Free" Christ·
mas Party for all clients who have
completed the FlexCare program. as well
as interested parties. The party is on Dec
23. 5-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community
Hospital. 40 Park Road. Westbrook. To
register. call 854-8464.
Menopause Support Group starting
in Portland. Call 774-8889 for more information.
New Support Groul' "Changes" on
substance abuse and Its many problems
lor all of those involved. Every Saturday
at Westbrook Community Hospital. 8-9
pm. For more information, call 797-4655.
Meditation for Women every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House. Forest
Ave. Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
The AIDS Project. 48 Deering. Portland. lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers. caregivers and friends of PWAs. For more
information, call 774-6877.
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(Reg. $6.50)

Expires 12/22/88

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Port1and~

~,;.,

772-3932

Come in and check out our holiday specIals
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath - 185 Water Street, Augusta

"-'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

DINNER
FOR

TWO

$19.95

Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride every
Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles. Meet at
Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough.
Alter ride join the group for a pizza. For
more infonmation, call 799-1085.
Maine Audubon Society is looking for
volunteers to be guides for their interpretive walks at the Society's Falmouth location. Training programs on natural history, group techniques and basic environmental education concepts will be held in
early January. The walks are held from
mid;.,)anuary through the end of March.
For mor einformation, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
X.c Skiing Around the World Backyard to World Cup A free public clinic,
which will highlight New England touring,
Western Backcountry Powder, and a look
at recreational skiing and the World Cup
competition in Sweden and Norway. Dec
9, 7:30-9 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco St.
Conference Center, off Rt. 1, Freeport.
Winter Picnicking A free public clinic
Dec 12, 7:30 pm at the L.L. bean Casco
St. Conference Center, off Rt. t, Freeport. A discussion/demonstration of easy
to pack, carry and prepare hot and cold
lunch ideas. For more information , call
865-4761.

CHEF'S SPECIALS • 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
-MONDAYAny of our famous BAKED HADDOCK selections

-TUESDAY-

,.

ROAST PRIME RIB

-W E D N E S DAYSURF

& TURF - Top Sirloin & Sea Scallops

-THURSDAYFISI lERMAN'S PLATTER
Baked or Fried Clams, Scallops, Haddock, Shrimp

-FRIDAYFresh Charbroiled SWORDFISH

-SATURDAYlIb. Steamed LOBSTER served from 4-9 pm
including: homebaked popover, garden salad,
vegetable, potato or rice, dessert, colIee or tea

:

-SUNDAY-

-"

..
/

FA.VlILY PASTA DAY 1-9 pm
your choice: LINGUINI topped with Seafood Harvest Marinara
or TORTELLINI ALFREDO PRIl'vlAVERA
Plump cheese tortellini with Maine shrimp & vegetables
Both include homebaked garlic bread,
garden salad, vegetable, dessert, coffee or tea.

ENJOY OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET ALSO
Stop in every night
Reservations accepted
7814262
OPEN YEAR ROUND
215 Foreside Road - Rt. 88 • Falmouth Foreside - 781-4262

F .... skiing Maine Handicapped Skiing
is looking for volunteers to give a day
workin~ one-on-one with handicapped
skiers In exchange for a complimentary
lilt ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for a
day. Intermediate or advanced skiers are
needed. This program runs for 10 weeks
Jan through Mar,weekdays . Trainingclinics will be held in Dec. Maine Handicapped Skiing progam served 137 people
with 51 volunteers last year. For more information, contact Maine handicapped
Skiing, Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD #2,
Box 1971, Bethel, ME 04217 or call 8243018.

Athletic Equipment Swap n' Shop
Dec 10, 9 am-12 noon at Freeport High
School AP Room, Holbrook St., Freeport
Bring a table, set prices for all that unwanted athletic equipment - skis, snowshoes ect. For more information. call
Freeport Community Education at 8656171.
Portland Recreation's Ski program
for teenagers begins Jan 6 for seven
weeks Fridays, 4-10 pm. Cost is $125 including ski rental. Transportation will be
provided. Registration deadline is Dec
16. For more information, call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793.
Athletic Equipment Swap ri Shop
Dec 10, 9 am-12 noon at Freepor1 High
School AP Room, Holbrook St., Freeport.
Bring a table, set prices for all that unwanted athletic equipment - skis, snowshoes ect. For more information. call
Freeport Community Education at 8656171.
Free Shuttle to Sunday River provided by Joe Jones Ski & Sports Shops
weekdays, except during school vacation
and Martin luther King Day, from Joe
Jones on Westem Avenue, S. Portland, 8
am. Shuttle returns at 6:30 pm. For more
information, call 761-1961.
Leam to ski A program designed for the
younger skier (2nd through 8th grade).
There will be seven trips to lost Valley on
Wed nights, 3:30-8:30 pm, starting Jan
11. The cost forthe program including ski
rental is $128. Transportation will be provided. Registration deadline is Dec 27.
For more information, call Portland Recreation at 874-8793.
X-Country Ski Lessons are being offered by Portland Recreation for kids ages
12 and up, and adults at Riverside Golf
Coarse on three consecutive Saturdays
in January, 9-11 am. Cost is $10 for
residents, $15 for non-residents. Registration deadline is Dec 28. For more information, call Portfand Recreation at 8748793.

•••

Maine Mariners Hockey
Home games
December 9
Halifax Citadels
December 10
Sherbrooke Canadiens
December 27
Utica Devils
December 30
Adirondack Red Wings
December 31, 6:05 pm
Halifax Citadels
January 6
Newmarket Saints
January 7
Moncton Hawks
January 13
Springfield Indians
January 14
Sherbrooke Canadiens
January 21
Hershey Bears
January 27
Newmarket Saints
AU hom. gam. . . . . at 7:35 pm,

unl ••s otherwl.e not....
The Marin... ptay at the Civic Center.
Tlck.ts are $6-$7 and ar. avallabt.
at the box offlc.,
775-3411

•••

Moming Ski at Shawnee Peak Saturdays, 7 am-3 pm starting Jan 7 and
conbnuing for eight weeks. Transportation will be provided. The cost, including
ski rental, is $110. Transportation will be
provided. Registration deadline is Dec
27. For more information, call 874-8793.
Evening Ski at Shawnee Peak An
evening of skiing for adults. Program
options include Hrip (or3-trip package, if
there is enough interest), including 2 112
hours of skiing, rentals ($5 per trip) and a
1 hour lesson. Cost is $13 ($23 with rental
and lesson), $35 for 3 trips ($60 with
rental and lesson). Price includes transportation . For more information, call Portland Recreation at 874-8793.
Freestyle Ski Clinic A 2-day clinic,
taught by 1986 North American Freestyle
Champion Geoff Stump, will instruct
youngsters (7-18 years) in the basics of
beginning freestyle and mogul jumping.
The clinic's first day will consist of classroom training; the second day will be held
on the mountain. Clinic will be held Jan 78. Registration deadline is Dec 27. Cost is
410. For more information, call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793.
Snowboard Demo & Clinic A 2-day
clinic, taught by Port Sports, will instruct
youngsters (ages 7-18) in the basics of
beginning snowboarding. The clinic's first
day will consist of classroom training; the
second WIll be held on the mountain.
Each youngster will get the use of a board
and instruction for one hour. Jan 7, 7-8
pm and Jan 8, 11 am-4 pm. Cost is $3.
Registration deadline IS Dec 27. For more
information, call 874-8793.

•FOR
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KIDS

Holiday Omament Workshop Dec 8,
13-15, 20-22, 10 am and 1 pm at the
Children'S Resource Center, 741 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost is $1 per child.
To regisler, call 797-0525.
Holiday Workshop for children will be
held Dec 10, 10:30 am-12 noon at the
Portland Museum of Art. Children will
learn to make toys, ornaments, wrapping
paper and greebng cards. Refreshments
and holiday music will be provided. The
cost is $5 for museum members, $7 for
non-members. Register by calling the
museum's education department at 7756148.
Children's Planetarium Workshop
Dec 10, 9 am-12 pm at Southworth Planetarium, USM Portland. For kids ages 614. The cost of the workshop is $15,
reservations required. For more information, call 780-4249.
A Child's Christmas In Wal . . Dec
11, 3 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
WashIngton, Bath. Tickets are $8. For
more information, call 442-8455.
Christmas Ornament Workshops
Dec12, 3:30-4:30 pm, for kids grades 2-5;
Dec 14, 3:30-4:30 pm, for kids grades K1 at the South Portland Public library,
482 Broadway. Registration begins on
Nov 28. For more information, call 7992204.
The Wonderful Worid of Bra.s A
program of dance, music and Christmas
tunes will be performed by a brass quintet
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra
Dec 14-15,9:30 and 10:30 am and 1 pm
at the Italian Heritage Center, Portland.
Tickets are $1.50 per child. For reservations, Marianne Greenlaw at 799-5551 .
Where's Animal with the Jim Henson's
Muppet Babies Dec 15-18 atthe Cumberland County Civic Center. Perlormances
are: Dec 15, 7pm; Dec 16, 10:3Oamand
7 pm; Dec 17, 11 am and 3 pm ; Dec 18,
1 and 4:30 pm . Tickets are $7 and $9 and
are available atTlCketron and Teletron, 1800-383-8080.
Christmas Vacation Camp Dec 2730, 9 am-3 pm at Freeport High School,
Holbrook St., Freeport. Sponsored by
Freeport Community Education for children in grades K-6. Fee is $45 for 4 days,
or $15 per day. Call FCE at 865-6171 for
registration form or information.
Fre.style Ski Clinic A 2-day clinic,
.taught by 1986 Nor1h American Freestyle
Champion Geoff Stump, will instruct
youngsters (7-18 years) in the basics of
beginning freestyle and mogul jumping.
The clinic's first day will consist of classroom training; the second day will be held
on the mountain . Clinic will be held Jan 78. Registration deadline is Dec 27. Costis
410. For more information, call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793.
Snowboard Demo & Clinic A 2-day
clinic, taught by Port Sports, will instruct
youngsters (ages 7-18) in the basics of
beginning snowboarding. The clinic's first
day will consist of classroom training; the
second will be held on the mountain.
Each youngster will get the use of a board
and instruction for one hour. Jan 7, 7-a
pm and Jan 8, 11 am-4 pm. Cost is $3.
Registration deadline is Dec 27. For more
information, call 874-8793.
Night ski lessons are being offered by
South Portland Parks and Recreation and
Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain
Tuesday night beginning Jan 3 for kids in
grades 6-12. lessons 6:30-7:30 pm ; free
skiing 7:30-9 pm. Cost is $50 for lessons
and hft ticket, $30 for rental, and $50 for
transportation . Program orientation will
be held Dec 16, 7 pm at Memorial Middle
School. For more information, call the
Rec Center at 799-7996.
Leam to ski A program designed for the
younger skier (2nd through 8th grade) .
There will be seven trips to lost Valley on
Wed nights, 3:30-8:30 pm, starting Jan
11. The cost for the program including ski
rental is $12R Transportation will be provided. RElIlistration deadline is Dec 27.
For more Information, call Portland Recreation at 874-8793
PSO's Young Artist Competition
Applications are now invited for the second Young Artist Competition. Competition will take place on May 3. Rules and
applications are available from the Young
Artist Competition Chairman, Portland
Symphony Orchestra. 30 Myrtle St., Portland, 04101. 773-6128. The deadline is
Feb 17.
Annual Christmas Drive The
Children's Museum IS collecting new and
good used toys to distribute to agencies
throughout Maine. For information, call
797-KITE.
Stories for Kids Portland Public library
(773-4761) : Mon and Wed, 1030 am (35 year olds) and Fri, 10:30 am (2 year
olds); Riverton Branch library (797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public lIbrary (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am & 1 pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6
year olds); .prince Memorial library,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, to:3O?om
(2-3 year olds); Thu. 10:30 am (3-5 year
olds).
Flicks for kids at the Portland Public
library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at 1 :30 pm. Free. For more information, call 773-4761.
Finger Fun for Bable. Wed at 9:30 am
althe Portland Public library (773-4761) .

•

Lunch for 2

Althea
Kaye

A

Portland's restaurant roW"
$4,95) and half a dozen or so
entrees: the least expensive, a
meatless fettucine ($12.95) to
the top-of-the-line afore-mentioned Sirloin in a red wine
sauce.
I could tell you about my
meal, but I won't because it
would be irrelevant, since the
menu changes every 10 days or
so. While this may be admirable in your eyes I find it disconcerting . . I had recommended the Thai bundle appetizer-porkand vegetable strips
in a flaky pastry - to a friend,
but when she dined there it
wasn't on the menu. A call to
the restaurant explained why,
when I was told that therestaurant will gladly accept special
requests if given a week's notice.
If you are into pretentious,
unpredictable dining the Cafe
Always is your kind of place.
For me, I think I'll wait until it
grows up and decides what it
really wants to be.
While the Taj Mahal (43
Middle Street; 773-4498) next
door knows it is an Indian restaurant, it has literally watered
down its bill of fares. A curry
sauce should be thick so that it
will be absorbed by rice or one
of the many delicious Indian
breads. It should be pOSSible to
scoop up a forkful of curry and
not have the sauce run down
between the tines.
My guest opted for the
restaurant's "most popular
dish," The disappointingShahi
Korma was not the rich meat
dish that the name means but a
thin insignificant-tasting meager lamb stew at $11.50. I ordered the Vegetarian Thali (a
serving tray or plate) with its
five supposedly different curries. All I will say is that at
$11.50 it was vegetarian, expensive and all alike, Contrary
to Western thought, curries do
have their own individual flavor, depending on how and the
kind of spices being used, (I
was weaned on curries. When I
was born my family happened
to be living in India.)

With its pleasant and welcoming interior as opposed to
its neighbor, the Taj Mahal
could be a perfect snack-stop
before or after a concert or
movie. But only order appetizers, such as the potato-filled
triangles, Samosas ($3.00); the
paper-thin chip-like Poppadums ($1.50) and Kebabs ($3.00).
Completing the unlikely trio
under the same roof, so to
speak, is the Luna D'Oro (41
Middle Street; 774-2972). It
advertises itself as a romantic,
old-world hide-away for lovers, but it is also welcomed a
father with his teenage daughter (I listened in on their conversation), a party of six, as
well as a solitary diner,
Unlike its two neighbors, the
restaurant is a surprising maze
of three small rooms with tables
comfortably apart, all bathed
in the collected glow from wicks
burning in Chianti bottles.
I began with a veal sausage
appetizer ($5.95) that was good
but would have been better
warm. The breaded veal and
eggplant of my main course,
Vitello San Remo ($13.95), in a
tomato and mozzarella sauce
was delecta ble, especially since
the eggplant, by not being
baked to its death, retained its
original nutty flavor. Along
with all entrees (ranging from
$11.95 to $14,95) comes a salad
and a side order of linguine,
But the owner-chef outdid
himself with his cheesecake. At
$2.50, that desert had everything a proper cheesecake
should have: sour cream,
butter, cottage and cream
cheeses - and if Luna D'Oro's
recipe differs, I don't want to
know about it.
This trio of restaurants in that
lone-standing building may
have distinguished themselves
from each other by painting
their respective fronts a different color. Colors, like beauty,

~¥£~:. !~~~ !~:~:i~~~~~;~s~

Althea Kaye is whal she eats, but
due to the diversity of the assignments
her edilor never knows who will be
walking through the door each week.

$10

11 AM - 3 PM
e Chicken
'Nugget Parm
e Rigatoni Parm
e Eggplant Parm
e Spaghetti & Salad
e Stuffed Shells

LITTLE OF THIS, A LITTLE OF THAT

Brillat-Savarin, the French
politician who wrote a still well·
respected tome on gastronomy,
once said he could tell what
someone was by what he ate.
If that is the case then he
would be quite confused with
me. Because a few weeks ago,
in the space of seven days, I ate
in three different restaurants
offering three distinctively different kinds of foods. I did not
do this to test out BrillatSavarin's thesis, but because I
was fascinated by three similar
yet so differently separate entrances of the facade of an innocuous building on Middle
Street that was away from the
hub of Exchange Street.
It is not unusual to find restaurants abutting each other in
a gastronomical city such as
Toronto, or in the Far East
where food stalls are lined up
one after another for blocks on
end. But in Portland, where a
new restaurant seemingly
opens up every week, it is extrabrdinary that they would
share common walls_
Cafe Always (47 Middle
Street, 774-9399) at one end, has
a studied and patently stark,
almost sterileatmosphere, with
its pale walls and crisp tablecloths. In keeping with the
eatery's cold simplicity, blinds
cover the windows facing
Middle Street - no ubiquitous
hanging plants here, thank you.
In its deliberate decor, the restaurant comes across as if it
can't quite make up its mind
whether to be a restaurant, a
bistro or a coffee house and
ends up looking like a quasiFrench bistaurant.
This same planned uncertainty - which sounds contradictory and really is not - is
found in the menu which is a
melange of French (Coq Au Vin
at $12.95); American (New York
' Sirloin, $17,95) and Oriental
with the use of Thai ingredients like lime and lemon grass.
With the now-cliched less is
more idea, theirmenuis Simple:
one choice of soup ($3.50); three
appetizers (averaging around

Dinner for 2

$5

by
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4 PM - 10 PM
e Fried Shrimp
& Spaghetti
e Sirloin Steak
& Spaghetti
e Chicken Parm
& Spaghetti

(served with bread only)

GIOBBI'S DECEMBER SPECIALS
Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays

One Danforth Street, Portland • 772-0873

*'

dJ' .. The Thomas Inn
-:~._~;_.~~;~r~t & Playhouse
.' --

-

'--'
on Thomas Pond
Old Route 302, So, Casco, Maine· 04077

DINNER THEATRE - $20
December 8 & 9
Musical Revue of Christmas Past and Present
"Let It Snow! (It Probably Will Anyway)"
December 10
O. Henry's Classic:

"Gift of the Magi"

7 p.m_ Dinner

Selected Menu

8:30 p_m. show

KIDS!
December 10

10 a.m_

A Magic Morning with Santa
December 11 1 p_m_

"Gift of the Magi"
Selected Menu $3
Show $3
Reservations: 655-3292

~~~~~~~~~~·D

SIJ!!!~-!2.!gan's ():~
46 Market Street, Portland - 774-5246
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We startAfrom scratch!
r---------------------~

lSAVE BITKI
i $1.00 BURG:~
$325
Adelicio .. blend of StalOned groundbeef, CIIOked
I to medium and served on our fresh homemade roll,
I topped with tomato, onion,leU"", and a crisp pickl ••
I ,hoi,..f salad and homefries.
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~astries

11. 1

Holiday assortment
of Italian Pastries,
Mini Pastries
and Cookies
Taking
Christmas orders
now thru

Dec. 20th.

775-1545
849 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04103

---.:
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Maine's Most Comprehensioe Full Service Club

the lWal DIIlZle

THE
LUMBER SHOP
WOOD CRAFfS UNFINISHED FURNITURE

fill by

Don Rubin

&

NEW SHIPMENT

of unfinished furnitare has arrivedcheck out our selection and as always

LOW -LOW PRICES!

CHESTS, TABLES, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS,
DESKS BOOKCASES, &0 STOOLS.
PLUS, CHRISTMAS CRAFTS &0 DECORATIONS

"The 5lwp '/'hat's Different:'

26 Bridgton Rd. (Rt. 302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:00; Sat 9:00-4:30

196 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth, ME 04105, 781-2671

MODIFIERS

797-9081

Each of the words at the right has been
altered to suggest a familiar two- word phrase
or expression. The first phrase, for example, is
"split ends." Can you figure out the rest?

What better gift for Christmas than
the gift of health, fun and fitness.

1) _________________
2) ______________~--

3) _________________

4) _________________
5) _________________
6) _________________

7) _________________
8) _________________
9) _________________
You need it yesterday. We'll have itforyou tomorrow.
That fast. Ally size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

781-5464
243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pl OR MORE

ELVIS!

SIX NEW 'ELVIS RELEASES!

........
....
I
R ET NA

6

10) __________________
11) _________________
12) __________________

,
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The Real Puzzle #28
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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EMs scrambles to hold down two 9-5 jobs but
st~llinds time to Live AUnle Love ALitle.
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Lots of songs and car racing action as Elvis
contends with three misses who want to be MIS,I
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• ,;88 United Futur. Syndicate.

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

#26

i) Toronto Blue Jays
2) New York Mets (McReynolds knocked
In three runs.)
3) Texas Rangers
4) Baltimore Orioles (The Ripklns made
this one easy.)
5) Houston Astros (Biggio doubled, hom·
ered and stole a base.)
6) New York Yankees (Slaught went four
to five.)
7) Minnesota Twins
8) Detroit Tigers
9) Boston Red Sox
10) Cincinnati Reds
11) Chicago White Sox (Fisk sat out this
game.)
12) Philadelphia Phillies

This is not baseball season, or Portland's
justnota baseball town. Five of our six entries
came from men but there was one valiant
attempt from a woman in Hollis.
As a result of a random drawing, first prize
goes to William L. Keller of Falmouth and
second to Ken Silver of Portland.
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EMs makes waves in Fon Lauderdale
during Spring Break, Twelve turn

Elvis takes on dual roles in this down home romp
that proves Elvis x 2= more than twice the fun!

WI-{EN '(Ou CoM~ fo A NE.W PLA<.E, YoV
WA,NT TO kNOW WHO ARE TI1E DOGS, RIC:;HT?
Hf'f/.ES A MAP Of THE DOGS Of OV~ STREET.

·\\,,-op..,MAN • ~

PORTLANDIS LARGEST SELECTION

",,"EvIDr:OPORfF'

Low

Membership

Lower Lobby
151 Middle ~t
Portland, Mame

•

I

JolJ'Z.-~, ~(\tntzt..

VJ

\

An ex.tlerant slice 01 Americana slamng Elvis
as the manager of a 1927 traveniro tem show

The KI19 ponrays a modem Navajo Indian
"th~ atypical Elvis movie,
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Crocker's locker
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets
for two on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second I
prize). Winners will be selected from among
the correct entries by a random drawing.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span, and only one 11
entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this' week's Real Puzzle must
be received by noon Wednesday, December
14. The solution to this week's Real Puzzle will
appear in the December 22 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

news

LIVE,
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If you like sports you'll like
Jim Crocker. If you love sports
you'll love Jim Crocker. If your
thing is following local high
school and college teams, then
Crocker is definitely yo~r man
because he grew up in Portland - graduating from Cheverus High School not all that
long ago.
Jim Crocker is not related to
Betty and her family of renowned cake mixes. His claim
to fame is in Portland radio,
specifically as a sports personality on WGAN. Jim currently
works the morning show from
5 a.m. to around noon, doing
eight live sports reports, news
broadcasts, and a taped commentary called "Jim Crocker's
Locker," a riveting and
thoughtful award-winning
piece which airs daily at 12:25
p.m., 5:25 p.m. and 6:25 p.m.
Crocker describes himself as
a "nuts and bolts sports person," While trying to please the
masses by touching on the
major national sports stories,
his forte is local sports. "I feel I
am uniquely qualified to cover
local stories because one, I grew
up and played high school
sportshereand,two,Icurrently
officiate local high school soccer, basketball and baseball
games, as well as college basketball games statewide. I am
familiar with the players and
what is going through their
minds. When a big sports story
breaks in Portland I usually
know the right people to talk
with, and that saves a lot of
time: Those people are not
always the ones you might
automatically think of."
For two years Jim Crocker
has been adding moreand more
fans to his popular "Locker."
What kind of media background prepared him for this
assignment? Crocker laughs, "I
attended the University of
Houston for one year and then
quit. I wasn't getting anything
from it; it was like one big
party." One might assume Jim
would transfer to a top journalism school. "No, I returned to
Portland and sold tuxedos for
Benoits. Then I got into jewelry
and really thought I would
spendmydaysasa professional
jeweler."
Fortunately for Portland, this
diamond-in-the-rough named
Crocker shone enough in his
interview with WGAN to be
given a chance. Now he absolutely loves his job and entertains thousands of Portlanders
in the process. His hard work
has not gone unnoticed. The

Maine Association of Broadcasters has presented his
"Crocker's Locker" with
awards for excellence in each
of its first two years. While now
being treated like a king,
Crocker hasn't lost the common touch. "I am extremely
lucky to work at a radio station
with a full time sports department. My award last year was
for second place. Dick Johnson,
our sports director and afternoon commentator, won first
place for his "Time Out" segment. It is also wonderful that
our station was able to program quality sports this year
such as the Maine Mariners,
Boston College football, New
England Patriots and various
local hiph school and college
games:
If you have never heard a
"Crocker's Locker," you really
aremissingsomevintagesports
commentary. Actually you
have a choice of stopping in a
bar on the way home and listening to the scuttlebutt - or
hearing it all summarized by
01' "Nuts and Bolts" himself.

Jim Crocker

Should Boggs be traded?
Should athletes be drug tested?
Is Gedman worth a million-plus
per year? Can John Thompson
coach his way out of a paper
bag? Why is attendance down
at local games? Has Division I
College Sports turned professional? These are a sampling of
the myriad of topics that Jim
Crocker spouts off on a regular
basis. His biting commentaries
will force you to form an opinion and feel more informed at
the same time. Crocker offered,
"I guess my tone and style
would fall somewhere between
Howard Cosell and a bar room
rowdy. I strongly feel that there
is a little bit of closet sports fan
ineveryindividual,evenifthey
won't admit it. If lean appeal to
and service that large crosssection then I feel like I'm doing
my job."
Like any normal healthy
American sports fan, Jim

Crocker has teams he loves and
others he loves to hate. "I guess
I'd have to say thatthe Red Sox
are number one, even though
they frustrate me to no end. I'd
"like to get to Fenway more but
it's tough with my schedule. I
like the Celts too but not as
much as I used to. Officiating"
has convinced me that college
basketball is more exciting. I
loved the UCLA teams when
John Wooden ran that show. I
think USM has a great athletic
program. With no scholarship
to offer, they teach local kids
the value of competition, as
they play ' their hearts out
throughout Maine and New
England. A big thrill for all of
us was when USM's women's
basketball team went to the
Final Four in Minnesota. On
the other side of the ledger is
the Giants. I hated that football
team when they were the New
York Giants. As far as I'm concerned they are now the New
Jersey Giants. They all live
there, eat there and pay taxes
there.lwishalltheirfanswould
move there - they deserve each
other."
Jim Crocker is a rare individual. He has his ideal job in his
favorite city. There is one drawback. "Gettingupat4a.m. isno
piece of cake. That took some
getting used to, but when most
folks are halfway through their
day,it's my happy hour." When
he has a minute, Crocker occasionally looks on the horizon.
"I suppose someday I'd like to
try television. But then again,
maybe not. The necessity to use
so much video would severely
limit commentary time. Plus I
would miss working with Jerry
Cobb on the morning show.
Radio gives you a lot of freedom to try neat things."
Will Crocker's officiating
ever get him into the pro ranks?
"Probably not, but if I ever got
that far 1'd want pro baseballto be in the same city for four or
five days. I could play golf and
spend time with my family."
Speaking of golf, Jim Crocker I
cited Arnold Palmer as his
favorite interview of a sports
celebrity (during the former
UnionMutual Seniors Tournament). Perhaps that's appropriate - some of us Portland
listeners would gladly say his
insightful "Crocker's Locker"
often gets a hole in one. Tune in
and listen for yourself.
Crocker's a real gem!
Mike Quinn has found a hero, mentor and idol in Jim Crocker. Tune in
next week forthe first edition of "Quinn's
Shins."

Gift Certificates at Club

OUR CHRISTMAS BASH
IS FRIDAY, DEC. 16, AT 8 PM
ATZOOTZ
BAD HABITS GIVEAWAYS
MUNCHIES
• ALL AGES •
PICK UP YOUR INVITATION AT

10 EXCHANGE ST. • LOWER LEVEL
773-1310

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
HOLIDAY
PARTY TIME!
Home or Office

- PARTYPLATTERS
- 5 FT. SANDWICHES
- WE DELIVER
-ORDER EARLY

•

Decembe, ., 1N.

ANJON.' S
SPECIALS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

by

Dan
Williams

Birken-

PARADISE FOUND FOR THE JADED

• CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
Served with Spaghetti

YOUR CHOICE

• FISH AND CHIPS
Served with Cole Slaw

•

• SOUP AND 1/2 SANDWICH
·Ham Salad • Chicken Salad • Tuna

• VEAL PARMIGIANA

YOUR CHOICE

Served with Spaghetti

• BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK
Served with potato and vegetable

• SIRLOIN STEAK

•

Served with potato and vegetable
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

TAKE AFEW MINUTES TO
GO THROUGH YOUR GARBAGE.
EI'et')' Sunda)" more than

SOO,OOO tries are used
to produce the 88% 01 newspaper..
that are never recycled.
We throw away enough
glass bottles and jars to
fill the 1,3S0-lootlWin towers
01 New York's World Trade Center

Americans go through
2.5 million plastic bottles
every bour, only a small percentage of
which are now recycled.

el'ery tll'O weeks.

The ordinary bag of trash you throw
away is slowly becoming a serious problem for everybody.
Because the fact is, not only are we
running out of resources 10 make the
products we need, we're running out of
places to put what's left over.
Write the Environmental Defense
Fund at: 257 Park Avenue South, New
York, NY 10010, for a free brochure that
will tell you virtually everything
you'll need to know about recycling.
One thing's for certain, the few minutes you take to learn how to recycle will
spare us all a lot of garbage later.

VCR

Stocking!

OWNER

Mail order videos
The guy behind the video
counter eyes me carefully. He
chomps the end off a fresh cigar ,and looks me up and down.
"A helluva week," he says.
College kids welshing on late
fees, people ignoring his "Be
Kind, Rewind" stickers, and
where the hell are those E.T.
tapes?
I ask him if he's got anything
new and/or noteworthy; a film
that never played here or came
and went one of those weeks 1
may have been asleep. No retail dummy here, he pops the
time-honored
question:
"Whaddya like?"
It's easier at this point to hold
forth on what 1 don't like. I've
done it many more times, and
it's a whole lot more fun at any
rate. "1 don't like sequels," I
begin. "Roman numerals, in
general, make me queasy, particularly if they' re attached to a
lunatic in a hockey mask, or the
guy with the razor blade finger
implants.
'1 can deal on occasion with
Arnold or Sly or Clint, but
usually only bother when the
ballgame is blacked out, and
the only alternative is Home
Shopping Network.
"1 don't care much for remakes, dual personality flicks,
or the catalogue of the production team of Golan and Globus.
I'm wary of credits including
the names of John Hughes, John
Landis, or Eddie Murphy. Certain Brat Pack personalities set
my teeth on edge.
"I don't mind genre swill
from time to time, but have
little use for drug culture fables,
Yugoslavian gothics dubbed in
English, or babes-behind-bars
extravaganzas. I can't abide
Meryl Streep or Tom Hanks,
Bruce Willis, or Whoopie Goldberg. Barry Snyder and I were
the only two adults on North
America who didn't think that
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"
was the greatest thing since the
invention of movable type."
"Doesn't leave much, ya
know," my video source advises, "but why doncha try one
of these." He slaps a couple of
titles into my paw, and promises a freebie if 1dor,'t unconditionally love them both. "School
Daze" and "The Manchurian
Candidate." Very different,
very fine, and I have no prob-

lem firing up either of them
tonight. Except for the simple
reality that I' d aJready seen both
of them twice. I settle on "Once
Upon a Time in America" for
the third time a.\1d fall asleep
just before the opium den sequence. I forget to return the
damned thing on time and rack
up a $10 late fee.
Slim pickins of late on the
local video rental front, and I
know as a former video functionary thatthere' s not a whole
lot anybody can do to resolve
the drought. Product sells; you
have to stock ten copies of
"Rambo" and "Predator" and
"Fatal Attraction," and despite
the best intentions in the world,
most people are just not going
to line up to rent "Wise Blood"
or "Pixote" or "The Long Good
Friday."
I don't know many people
who love movies more than I
do, but the machine has been
lying fallow for several months.
Somehow, there has got to be
more to owning a VCR than
taping music documentaries off
ETV and trading old episodes
of "The Outer Limits." Salvation came in the daily mails.
I've found three companies that
rent hard-to-find films through
the postal service, and a recent
Esquire magaZine piece suggests that the number of such
operations is growing. A few
dollars, a credit card number,
and sornephone calls delivered
me forevermore from repeated
screenings of "The Lost Boys."
Leading the league in esoteric stuff is the Video Data
Bank (call 1-312-443-3793), a
clearinghouse of sorts for art
films and experimental shorts.
The bank's 200 titles include
out-of-Ieft-field videos from the
likes of Laurie Anderson and
Spaulding Gray, short comedies by William Wegman and
his puppydog, art vids by Vito
Acconci, and loads of titles by
people you've probably never
heard of.
Check the description of a
42-minute work called "Call It
Sleep": "The first visual work
which makes use of the Situationa list technique ofdetournement-the devaluation and
reuse of present and past cultural production to form a
superior theoretical and prac-

tical unity." Fine material for
that next half-time break, it was
agreed all around my household .
Twenty dollars gets you rolIing as a member, and rental
prices are variable, though
roughly equivalent to what you
pay for a Beta copy of "The Untouchables." The Video Data
Bank provides pre-paid mailers in which to return the films,
and offers reasonable rates for
rentals for extended periods of
time.
On the feature film front,
Home Video Festival (1-800258-FILM) and Facets Video (1800-331-6197) operate in about
the same manner.
Twenty-five dollars is the
price of membership today,
mos t rentals fall in the five buck
range, and both companies
likewise provide mailers to
return movies to their point of
origin.
Home Video Fest features a
library of 700 titles, cross-indexed by director and country.
They're particularly strong in
the foreign film category, offering the films of Bergman,
Godard, Wim Wenders, and
Fellini, among many others.
The company is no stranger to
classic American movies or the
odd cult item, by any means.
Charlie Chaplin's "A Woman
of Paris," Kenneth Anger's
"Scorpio Rising," and Silvio
Narizzano's adaptation of Joe
Orton's "Loot" are .winging
their way to my door as I write.
Facet's catalogue is definitive - a mother lode of over
5,000 films to rent or buy-and
there's doubtless little of merit
that they don't carry in some
capacity. The stockpile includes
the collective oeuvres of such
filmmakers as Truffaut, Bertolucci, Fassbinder, Roman
Polanski, Martin Scorsese, and
John Huston, and the list does
indeed go on.
A partial transcript of films I
hadn't seen or hadn' t caught in
ages yielded over 200 titles by
the time 1 hit the letter "D." At
the rate of two films a week, I
estimated that I'd easily be able
to keep myself ankle-deep in
video for the next 18 years.
Dan Williams writes for the Vanguard Press in Vermont. His VCR's
been spinning ever since the first catalogue arrived in the mail.

A Birkenstock
gift certificate
in a stocking sends
true tidings of comfort
and joy. This season give
the gift that's good for
the sole. Birkenstock.

~'W81k8lImJ t
337 Forest Ave.' Portland, Maine· 207-773-6601
•Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear'
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Share the Romance II / 7 . _ --"~ ~
at Portland's Great
~L/ ~
Little Italian Restaurant
C/'ry-

41 Middle St. • 774-2972 Tues. - Sat. 5:30-10 p.m.

C,ARLSON---

~TURNER

BOOKSTORE

S·A·L·E
Birdseye View
of Portland
Reprint of 1876 ed.
orig. $25
NOW

$19~

NOW OPEN

SUN. 12-5
TIlE.-SAT. 10-5

773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

Every year we dispose 01
24 million tans 01 leaves and grass
clippinj';i. which could be composted
to conserve landfill space.

American consumers and IIltiustrv
throwaway enough aluminum '
to rebuild our entire commercial
airfleet ellery three mOllths.
We throw away enough
iron and steel to
cOlltiIIllOlLf~)' supply all
the nation's automakers.

IF YOU'RE NOT RECYCLING '"
YOU'RE 1HROWING IT All AWAY.

29
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American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

1(.] li4,iCIU

- - ---1
If you derive
regular income I
from the subject(s) I
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate. I
And thank you for cmosinq I
Casco Bay Weeklyl I

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

(All Charges are Per Week) I
Individual
Business
S 5.00
S 7.00 I
S 7.00
S 9.00 I
$ 9.00
S11.00
$ .15
S .21 I
$ 3.00
$ 5.00 I

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL CHRIS SIMS AT CBW: 775-6601
Please read the CBW Classified Policy before completing this form.
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper ~ necessary.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ TOTAL WORDS: _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXl;RA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

+---

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

+---

=--x _ __

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Nol for publlcalion:
We need the following information to print your ad . It will be held in strict oonfidence.

I
I
I

NAME _______________________________________
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _____ ZIP _____
CITY
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Visa
MasterCard
Check _ Money Order
PAYMENT METHOD
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Exp. Date _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

C.A.SCC:> B.A.V' " " E E K L V ' I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
I

187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

.Ijni! ,t4,itj bod

BAYWOOD
YARMOUTH
Relax in one of our attractively designed townhouses
surrounded by natural
wilderness while we take
care of your maintenance
needs and snow removal.Rents are $625 for 2
bedrooms, The complex is
located on Pleasant st. off
Rt. 88. Private showings
available. Open Sunday 2-4
Call 846-5171

LANDLORDS:
Doyou
relish sifting through 60
pages of S~nday classlfieds
when yo~ reo looking for
something. Nelthe~ do our
40,O?0 readerf· like you,
they re busy - and busy
people turn to CBW first.
2 APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Allen ave near Northgate.
2BR,1STfloor,parking,privat
e yard. $550 includes heat.
Grant St. 3 bedrooms
Ireshly sanded hardwood
BACK COVE ESTATES floors,fireplace.decks,$595+
BAXTER BLVD
Utils. Call Jay 775-3666 or
Res t at the end of a busy day 655-7429.
in a luxury townhouse leaving the maintenance to our
2 MODERN
staff while you enjoy living in
APARTMENTS
one of Portlands premier 10- 54 Turner St. Two bed·
cations.2BR start at $635 room,deck,parking,hardwoo
month. Private sbowings d Iloors in kitchen,LR 1BR
available. enter complex $575 includes heat and HW.
from Ocean Ave. Open 25 Howard SI. Two BR,multiSUN> 12-2. Call 774-8842.
level,modern kitchen and
bath. Very nice. $575 inTAMARLANE
cludes heat,HW. Both
NORTH DEERING
Come home to the warm places fresh and remodeled.
inviting atmosphere of a 761-2114
neighborhood style community in a lUXUry townhouse or 131 SPRING ST.
cape. Plenty of parking,snow Sunny 11/2 bedroom funky
removal
and
wid loft apt. L.A. Kitchen bath ,
hookups.(Clubhouse,exerci Lots of storage. Gas Heat
se room,peol & tennis courts $425 PIM 772-1003
also included.) 2 BR start at
$630 month. located on 50 AVON ST.
.
Canco Rd. accessible from Large cozy room for rent In
Washington Ave. Model #37 totally remodeled Victorian.
open 12-2 Tues. Wed. Thurs, $265PIM Includes all utlhnes
Sun 11-1 Call 774-8664
and free washer dryer, 7721003
.
.

& soul

MASSAGE THERAPY
reduces stress and improves
health. Massage therapy is
available at Bayside styling,
47 India st. Portland ·Me.
772-8690. Elizabeth London
is a graduate of the Portland
School of Massage Therapy
and a member of the
American Massage therapy
Assn.

i ..

Registered Massage Therapist

Is Pleased To Announce His

2nd Annual
December Special
For Each Massage Purchased During
December, Receive A FREE Gift Certificate
For Another Massage of Equal Length,
Please Call 761-3931 For An Appointment
10 Exchange Street ,Portland
Member American Massage Therapy Association
and AMTA National Sperts Maasage Team

notices

CLASSIFIED INDEX

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
Hea markets
gigs
home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, .etc

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted

wheels

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

PLACE YOUR NOTICE
on our ctassified pages and
reach the more than 16,000
people who read Casco Bay
Weekly! Call CBW's Classified Hotline: 775-6601 and
use your Visa or Mastercard!
Just say ·Charge It!· .. Hey,
you're good at that!

i4,i l l ,1'11 t i l _

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based concern combines safe, prompt service
with the lowest rates in town.
Free estimates in the Portland area. Call 767-0873
AVOID
THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH.
Have your holiday framing
done NOW. We are fast and
dependable, Accepting
Christmas framing until December 10. Gift certificates
are available, Congress
Square Gallery, 594
Congress St. 774-3369.

PROFESSIONAL MALE
seeking 2 roommates,M!F to
share 4BR house in Willard
Beach area of South
Portland. WID, Dishwasher,
Microwave, $250 + 113 utils.
883-0350
OLD PORT
Roommate needed to share
spacious,luxury condolapt.
Professional male or female.
Non smoker preferred, $325
but worth it. Avail. Jan. 1.
879-1995 Leave message.

yard sales

REAL ESTATE INDEX

LIFE
DRAWING
CLASSES
With Greg Parker, Tues. eve.
6-9 PM or Sat. AM 9 :3012:30. Located at my studio
at 315 Cumberland Ave.
Portland. Small classes open
to students at various
levels. 8 weeks -$100.
Beginning Jan. 17 or Jan.
21, Send $25 deposit to
address above to register or
call 774-075t for further info.

87 FOREST AVE
LR, DR,kitchen , 2BR, 1 1/2
Bath . Just renovated.$750.
+utilities. 761-2114

ROOMMATE NEEDED
For 2 bedroom apt on
Brackett St. $225 PIM plus
utils. L.A. D.A. Kitchen B.R.
etc , No pets, Non smoker.
Call 874-0733

CAPE ELIZABETH
Two teachers seek M or F
for three bedroom house,
Land to ski. Fireplace to
warm. $330 PIM include~
utilities. Ph. 799-4551
TWO RESPONSIBLE
easy going non yups seek
MIF to share large lovely
Victorian home near Deering
H,S. WI D, off street parking,
cable TV $4ooP/M includes
all, Call 775- 1'658
DESPERATLY SEEKING
respensible,non-smoking
roommate for apartment located 3 minutes from Port·
land U.S,M, campus, Female
preferred, NO PETS, Call
after 6:00 P.M. 772-5436 $
185 PM plus 1/3 utils.

CHARGE
• BY.
PHONE
772-6672

HOUSECLEANING
Reliable student available for
residential cleaning . Call
Peter at 761-1734 .
HANSON
TREE SERVICE
Take downs, Pruning, General Tree Care, Climber. Tom
Hanson 892-4321

HOME AND OFFICE
CLEANING
Janitorial service . Daily
Weekly, Monthly and for
special occasions, We also
do windows . Insured and
bonded.
Excellent
references, Call 883-5421

DOWN EAST
FUTONS
•
•
•
•

Finest Quolity
Handcrofted
All Natural Fibers
Most Affordable

775-1384

Finish Carpenter/
Designer
Wall Units. Built-In
Storage Cabinets.
Closets. Dark Rooms
• Living Spaces
Small Area Specialist
15 Years Exp8fienCi!J

775-6301

Charles Melcher

FOR INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 443-5045

CBW PERSON TO PER·
SON dassifieds are a safe,
confidential way to get in
touch with the kind of person
you want to meet. So be daring, be creative, be simple,
be honest. Be whatever you
want, but be a Person to
Person person and you won't
be alone.

WOMAN, 39, Married,
seeks natural, attractive,
non-smoking,
woman,
Preferably married for possible intimate relationship.
All letters answered. Please
write to P,0, Box 4685, Portland Me. 04112.

S.W.M., 3D, 5'6·, 1451bs.
ORIENTAL (KOREAN) sincere, honest, attrawould like to date single fe- ctive,caring, cultured, commale aged 20-30. Seeks ro- passionate, college edumance and lasting relation- cated, professional, have a
ship. Please write to P.O . sense of humor,traditional
Box 15421, Portland, Maine values and travelled the
world . Enjoy the outdoors,
04101.
skiing, sailing, camping,
hiking, photography,travel,
S.W.M.31
Likes movies, walks in dif- all types of music, animals
ferent parks and life itself. and much more. Would like to
Looking for permanent rela- met a S.w.F, 23-33 with simtionship (pessibly) with right ilar traits for a friendship
woman. Send photo for fast filled with laughter, good
reply , but not necessary. communication,warmth, and
PO BOX 15011, Portland possibly romance. CBW
#161
ME04101

0

ome services

roomma es

EMPLOYERS There is a
less espensive alternative .
Advertise your openings in
Casco Bay Weekly, The
response you get may
surprise you!

•
'""~ RICK

REASONABLE PRICES
Peaks Island.Quality, energy efficient winter rental
houses available Now June. Mulkerin Associates,
772-6992.

CLASSIFIED POLICY

AVON SSSS
Would you like to earn extra
money with AVON, sell to
friends family, co-workers?
Free training. Make your OWn
hours. Phyllis 871-9268
please leave a message.

::t:m·~fi•

1(.] I

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personal checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after the
deadline will be run starting with the next Issue, CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwill not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM), All 10formation pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc, CBW s~all not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to IOsert, any
advertisement for which it may be respensible. beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

LIFE READINGS
Channeling and traditional
therapy for empewerment for
people in transition. Barbara
Bartley, M.A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner, Center For New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland, 775-7135
Mondays by appt.

I"

OVER THE HILL
It is that time of the yea.
again for the OVER THE
HILLGANG MOTORCYCLE
CLUB and the GRIFFIN CLUB
to hold their annual Sweetser
Home For Children Toy Run.
257 SPRING ST.
Kids 6-18. Lets give them a
Cute efficiency with kitch- 20 GILMAN ST.
happy Christmas. All gifts
Wicked
sunny
one
bedroom.
enette and all utilities incan be delivered to 545
cluded in a quiet building. Living room,kitchen,full bath,
Congress SI. or The Griffin
Call 772-1003 for the scoop. Near Maine Med. $335. PIM
Club, South Portland,
772-1003
Thank-You
32 ANDERSON ST.
AI Martin & Eddie Griffin
Huge 3 bedroom,living CLASSIFIEDS THAT
room ,bath, kitchen, pantry ,off WORK. That's what you get
CHRISTMAS
street parking. Just remod- in Casco Bay Weekly.
.JEWELRY SALE:
eled.$495 Call 772-1003
Tupperware is old news!
Have an in home jewelry
party; Christmas shopping
comes to you and your
friends! Call Mindy at 7728667 before 4 or 871-0665
eves, Wed.-Sat.

Casco Bay Weekly.Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16 000 active readers tum to first whenever
they're in th~ mari<et for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient ·do-it:you~self" form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver It along With
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street.
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-660 1.

em 10 ment

S.W.F. 26, Educated.
Seeks secure, professional,
gentleman who appreciates
life, love, beauty and youth,
CBW 162.

learnin
DRAWING: A Way of Seeing, Classes beginning Jan·
uary 89, to weeks: Monday
& Wednesday evenings and
Friday mornings, Call 7995728 or write : K. Boldt, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth,
Maine 04107.

CALLING ALL
Owners of answering machines . Make a great impression with a comical
message recorded on your
own machine by a professional voice impressionist.
Customized to include your
name or company, Choose
from over 60 celebrity voices
of legends from movies, TV ,
or pefitics. A great gilt idea.
Have voice-Will travel. Call
today . 774-3707

GIVE A GIFT
Of music lessons with a 10
week intro course. Piano,
Guitar, Bass
Guitar,
Accordion, Violin, Drums,
and Recorders. Call Sandy,
772-5636 or Jean 767-3542.

G.W.M. 26 , Healthy, intelligent, sincere and attractive.
Looking for honest friendship with 25-30 year old who
doesn't drink or drug, has a
sense of who you are and a
sense of spirituality. Not interested in flamboyant fems.
CBWI63
KNIGHT IN
shining armour (well almost)
SWM, attractive, 5'6·, Hopeless good guy, die hard op-

HOLDING AUDITIONS?
A classified in CBW will
allract the talent you seek.

timist, dreamer, and romantic

S16 TAKES YOU a lot
further in Casco
Bay
Weekly's Person-to-Person
section than it will in a bar.
($16 = t 30-word message +
CBW Box Service for 2
weeks!) Compose your CBW
personal this week! After all,
what do you have to lose?

A&W BOOKKEEPING

775-1080

INTOWN CAPE
C.1827
Courtyard,4 working fireplaces,restored wall murals ,large eat in country
kitchen,oil heat,100 AMP.
service,LR,DR,2BR,Indian
shutters. Just renovated,
Call 761-2t 14 lor showing
and specifics.

MARTIN'S MUSIC MART
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

INDIA STREET
One and two room office
space. Restored building ,
Reasonable.
Includes
utils.799-0638

General Bookkeeping Services
Payroll Reports • Tax Services
Notary Pubhc· Quarterly Reports
Personal Tax Returns

Special: 1988 1040a $15.00
-:-&:::=r'«?~~;;:;~::~~:~'=':~~;;S;;:-::S%~"';:lli&:::-~:;;~::=:~W.:~¥.@».·::·:::::":t.::.~~~::::~:~::,}:~::~,"X~~0~::::::W.:~

GUITARS TV'S DRUMS
WOODSTOVES
AMPLIFIERS GLASS
TROMBONES ANTIQUES
MUCH MORE
EVERYTHING MUST GO
MAKE AN OFFER!!!

ATIENTION
SENIOR
CITIZENS
".' If you are 55 or over,
able to work and meet
the financial guidelines
at the Senior Community Service Program, we
have job opeings.
Come to the SCSEP
Office, Congress
Building, 142 High
Street, Suite 416,
Por/land between
8,30 am and Loo pm
where the job
developer will take
your application.

545 CONGRESS ST.
(ACROSS FROM J.J. NEWBERRY'S)

SWF 44
5'6· Enjoys dining out in
quiet place. Seeks non
drinking man, CBW Box 165
PROFESSIONAL GWM
S'11·,28,Eye catcher seeks
attractive professional
guys,age 25-35 for quiet
moments and out of the ordinary adventures, Enjoy most
typesof music,oontemporary
art,unique food and intense
workouts. Would like to meet
closet or non bar type guys
to develop strong friendships
and possibly who knows?
Back to nature types need
not apply. CBW Box 160

lunatic who works hard
(professional), loves to play
sometimes shy.
and is
MUSICIANS Need a band Seeks damsels in distress
member? Need a band? Use (20-30) and fair ladies to
the GIGS classifieds in court and woe (or maybe
CBW, We are ready to have dinner) Sorry I don't
become your new ·band-aid." slay dragons or battle evil
villains over 150 Ibs. CBW SWM 32
Attractive,tall, romantic,non
AVOID ·SUnday Classified Box 164
professional .Interests: DinCluller". Call the CBW ClasD.W.F.
ing out,sports,places of insified Hotline: 775-0601 ,
Attractive, honest, intellec- terest, the VCR. Interested in
meeting SWF 25-32 for postual,affectiona te ,spiritu al
sible fong term relationship.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. person
,Nature lover. Enjoys Photos exchanged. CBW
music,dancing,movies,camp
ing , fishing bowling , eating Box 158
out, hockey games, country
drives, beach wafks , card
games, flowers.pets and HOW TO RESPOND to
children. PO Box 671, West- advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter to
brook ME 04092
the Person-to-Person person
01 your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
of mail.
Address it to:
Casco Bay Weekly, CBW
# _ _ _, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102, We
... A very affordable
will forward your letter, unmatch making service
opened, to the boxholder
for people of all liIewithin 48 hours!
styles, We offer low
prices and high quality
WHO PLACES Person to
service, For more info,
Person ads in Casco Bay
call, or write to P.O.B.
Weekly? Ordinary people
251, Augusta, ME 04330,
like you. who've discovered
Uncia Pervler
Portland 207/773-2898
it's one of the most safe, fun,
Mlchaef Hughes Portfand 207/775-0654
easy ways for singles to
meet eachother.
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1Uffie's Bookstore
Portland
Brunswick
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GREAT DANCE MUSIC

MAINELY
FRIENDS

~PMQ
BAY

and

Menu
Magazine

PRESENT

Greater Portland's First

from the 30's to the 80's

626-0195

AIRLINE TICKETS
Portland to Cleveland 12121
Cleveland to Portlandl / 1
Orig . $300 will sacrifice $125
Call Elaine 871-8964
AVOID
THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH.
Have your holiday framing
done NOW. We are fast and
dependable. Accepting
Christmas framing until December 10. Gilt certificates
are available, Congress
Square Gallery,
594
Conoress St. 774-3369.

A SPECIAL GIFT:
CHILDRENS BOOKS signed
by the authorlillustrator with
a personal inscription. $5.50
each or $4.50 each for 5 or
more. Available at Portland
EXPO Flea Mkt.Sundays 9-4
NOTICE. Holiday Adventures with Goodwoods
wreaths. Fresh and full, Plain
or Decorated, from $9 .75.
Sundays at the EXPO or call
for special orders. 879-0149
or 772-1483

1985 PONTIAC
PARISIAN
Brougham , Full size, Sunroof, Wire wheels ,Pinstriping ,
New T"es ,Air Conditioned.
8'cylinder. 20 M. p ,G.
48K. $8300 846-5096
1980 PONTIAC
SUNBIRD
2 door, 4 cylinder,automatic,
good condinon, dependable,
Asking $ 500.00. Call
between 6:30 and 9' 30 P M.
879-1933.
80 DATSUN KING CAB
pick-up, Look marvelous
Runs great. $1,200 or best
ppoffer, Call 775-5018

74 TOYOTA
Corolla 2 door. Needs
starter. $100 799-0638
1983 TOYOTA PICKUP

Vote for the
who you think
exemplifies
the best
qualities of
bartending

~---------------------------

Nrune _________________________________

Bar/Restaurants ______-:--_________________11
_____________________________ J,.

~hy?

3/4 ton with Glasstite Fiber-

glass cap and Heavy tow
bumper. 106K. miles but in
good condition. Below Book
$1400 aBO. Call 846-0723
for Brian.

69 FORD FALCON
Fix it up or use it for parts.
Needs one left spnng , otherwJse completely dnveable,
Exc 200 6-cyl engine ,new
starter, new clutch,strong
ballery, much more . $250
aBO also 4 good wheels for
Rabbit. $25 ea. 77S'{)343

~_

Send your entry to:

Bartender of the Year Award
p.o. Box 15176
Portland, ME 04101
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'E,fegant crafts for Christmas
I

.

\

. 136 Main Street. Freeport (near L. L. Bean) Holiday Hours: 10-6 daily; 10-9 Fri, Sat. Sun,

